
 

System 1 Headspace and Personal Growth 

 

Module 1 - The Importance of Certainty 

Description 
This course will result in a major paradigm shift that changes your life and your practice! 

Are you tired of... 

 Feeling anxious when you meet with new patients or when you're doing ROF's or Health Talks? 

 Feeling burned out all the time? 

 Feeling like you're a fake? 

Would you like to... 

 Feel that you are 100% congruent both with what you do and what you don't do? 

 Clarify who you are and who you are not? 

 Be able to speak your truth from a place of power? 

Then it is time for you to learn "The Importance of Certainty" 
In this course, you will learn the Importance of Certainty and how it affects all aspects of your 
life and practice. 
This course will teach you: 

 What the Top Practices in the Nation have in common. 

 Dr. Rosen's "Formula for Certainty" vs. "Fake it 'til you make it." 

 How to define Who you are as a chiropractor, What you offer, What you would like to deliver, 
What you are certain you do deliver, How to monitor what you deliver, How to communicate 
what you deliver, How to clarify your mission, and What to include in your Vision and Persona 
statements. 

 How to change from the inside out to Attract the Practice of Your Dreams! 

Resources: The Importance of Certainty 1 (Zip File Contents) 
This Course comes complete with a Workbook giving you absolutely everything you need to 
attract the practice of your dreams, along with an audio MP3 of a Tele-class I teach. 



The Importance of Certainty (Transcript) 

The Importance of Certainty (Audio File) (Audio file of Teleclass) 

Module 2 - 5 Branches of Philosophy 

Description 
Welcome to Dr. Gentempo’s 5 Branches of Philosophy lecture from the Total Solution seminar.  

This 3 and-a-half hour lecture is one of the most important lectures you will ever hear.  

I know that is a bold statement! 

The challenge is so many of us have been steeped in so much dogma that we really don’t 
understand the truth about what chiropractic is and is not.  

As we discussed in the importance of Certainty module this leads to serious challenges for you as a 
practitioner, business owner and for us as a profession. 

You’re practicing chiropractic, you need to know this information. 

I know this is a long one but take Pat for a ride, go for a long work out but PLEASE make sure that 
you listen to this module I promise you will be glad that you did! 

Resources: 5 Branches of Philosophy (Zip File Contents) 
This module is going to give you a foundation to think in a different way, to think logically. 

Specifically in chiropractic there is so much confusion and so much dogma. Not only will he give you 
the foundation but he is going to take you through the chiropractic or wellness or health model vs. 
the allopathic or disease care model and it will help you clearly see differences between the two. 

Dr. Gentempo is also going to take you through a critical discussion about money, finances and the 
value of what you do that will literally transform your life and your practice. 

5 Branches of Philosophy (Audio Files) (Audio from Live Lecture) 

Resources: Dr Christopher Kent Subluxation Analysis (PDF) 

Kent GCC Subluxation Analysis 

This is a direct download link for Dr Kent’s article - an analysis of the UK General Chiropractic 
Council’s Policy on claims made for the vertebral subluxation complex. Scary stuff!!! 

Module 3 - The Importance of Certainty II 

Description 
Welcome to “The Importance of Certainty 2”.  
By now, you should have been through The Importance of Certainty 1 and Dr. Gentempo’s 5 Branches 
of Philosophy.  

 I just want to hit you with a few more concepts that I think will really help you clarify your 
certainty.  

 Remember, this isn’t about my certainty, or Dr. Angie’s, or your technique guru.  



 This is about your certainty. You may not agree with 100% of what I’m going to discuss, but 
these are really important concepts to think through, regardless whether you agree or not. 

We don’t want you to blindly believe the dogma of chiropractic, meaning you’ve not taken the time to 
really think this stuff through.  

 We want you to take the time to chew on it, wrestle with it, digest it, find your truth and bake it 
into yourselves.  

 This is going to be just a bit of a hodgepodge of things that I think is really going to help you as 
far as your certainty – things that were not discussed in The Importance of Certainty 1 or the 5 
Branches of Philosophy, or there are just things that I want to double-click on. 

Resources: The Importance of Certainty 2 (Zip File Contents) 

The Importance of Certainty 2 (Transcript) 

The Importance of Certainty 2  mp3 (Audio file) 

Module 4 - Dive Deeper Section 

Description 
In this section we dive deeper into Headspace issues with a variety of articles, interviews, and 
both ‘Dive Deeper’ and ‘Brain Dump’ audios. 

Resources: Dive Deeper Headspace (Zip File Contents) 

Change or Die 

The book "Change or Die" gives us tremendous insight into why "Patient Care" is not only more 
ethical and fun than "Patient Scare" but it gives us great insight in to why it is so much more 
effective in causing long term permanent change. 

Change or Die (Transcript) 

Change or Die mp3 (Brain Dump Audio File) 

Leadership in Tough Times 

How will you respond during these tough economic times? It depends on your level of leadership. 
Are you willing to do what it takes to thrive? 

Leadership in Tough Times (Transcript) 

Leadership in Tough Times (Audio File) 

Mechanism vs Vitalism 

In this 15 minute overview we will look at the concepts of Mechanism & Vitalism and how they 
apply to Chiropractic Philosophy, Science, Art and Practice applications. Does this make a difference 
how you communicate what you do and how you practice? You bet it does! 



Mechanism vs Vitalism (Transcript) 

Mechanism vs Vitalism (Audio File) 
 

Treatment vs. Subluxation 
 

Listen to this 25 minute brain dump on Treatment vs. Subluxation care. Regardless if they come 
in for back pain, neck pain, digestive problems or stuttering we MUST help clarify the difference 
between Treatment of their ailment and Subluxation care AND we need to find out what they 
REALLY want in relation to what we can REALLY offer them and then simply show them how to 
have it! 

 

Treatment vs. Subluxation ( Audio File) 
 

Treatment vs. Subluxation 2 

As we discussed in Treatment vs. Subluxation 1 most chiropractors really mess up 

communicating the difference between “treating” their patient’s symptoms and 

“correcting” their subluxation’s so they can get health and stay healthy. Dr. 

Angie recorded this short 10 minute brain dump that dives even deeper into this concept 

helping you clarify VERY SPECIFIC questions you can ask YOURSELF, your TEAM 

and even your PATIENTS 

Treatment vs. Subluxation 2 ( Audio File) 

What is Your business 1 and 2 with USP 

Unique Selling Proposition (Article) 

This article will help you clarify YOUR unique selling proposition and get it down to a clean, tight, 
paragraph you can say in 60 seconds or less. 

What is Your Business and Product 1 (Audio File) 

What is Your Business  and Product 1 (Transcript) 
Great question to ask yourself.  
What is my business and what is my product? 

What is Your Business and Product 2 (Audio File) 

What is Your Business and Product 2 (Transcript) 
Dr. Shadwell and I had a great conversation the next few times we spoke and in this installment we 
dive even deeper into what is YOUR BUSINESS and what is YOUR PRODUCT that you are going to 
bring to market? 

Who Will Thrive During These Economic Times 

Who Will Thrive During These Economic Times (Transcript) 

Who Will Thrive During These Economic Times (Audio File) 
Is there really a financial crisis?  



Will chiropractors go under?  
What can I do to bullet proof myself so I can thrive during these times? 

Module 5- Personal Growth  

Description 
The fact of the matter is we don’t want you to just have a successful practice, we want you to 
have a tremendous life! And your amazingly successful practice is just a piece of it. 

 We touch on the importance of a balanced and healthy, happy life; a healthy lifestyle including 
family time, fun time and vacation time. 

 We touch on the importance of a healthy mental-emotional state, and specific things to do 
about stress. 

Resources: Personal Growth Module (Zip File Contents) 
Please note that the zip file contains all of the following materials, while the BONUS and DIVE 

DEEPER sections enable you to download individual elements of this module. 

Problem Free Life (Article) 
The founder of “Personal Coaching” Thomas Leonard, talks about having a problem free life. He 
ponders the question, “Why do we have problems in our life anyway?”  
I realize this sounds ridiculous since very few of us even know anyone who remotely resembles a 
problem free life, but it is a neat idea to contemplate. 

10 Minute Practice (Article) 
In this article we describe how to begin to hear our negative internal dialogue and what to do about 
it.  
This is discussed in the “5 Steps to End Self Abuse” article. 

5 Step Problem Resolution (Article) 
In this article we dive deep into how to resolve problems.  
Whenever I do mediation for individuals or teams I ALWAYS ask them to read this article first and 
use it as a baseline of what works and what will not in problem resolution.  

5 Steps to End Self Abuse (Article) 

In this article we dive deep into how to end self abuse and therefore stop abusing others. You may 
be surprised how often YOU abuse yourself and others and how “simple” but not easy it is to stop! 

Create the Perfect Life (Article) 
In this article we help you figure out how to create YOUR perfect life!  
If you cannot see in writing on a calendar when you will get everything done the odds are you will 
not get it all done!  
We need rituals, we need time for sleep, time to be with our patients, work ON the business, date 
nights etc.  
This is an incredibly powerful program. Just do it! 

Rosen Interviews Tony Angus (Audio File) 
This is one of our most popular and powerful interviews!  



In this audio Dr. Tony Croke and Dr. Angus Pyke interview Dr. Rosen about very specific strategies 
to begin to hear our “Negative Internal Dialogue” and exactly what to do about it!  
This interview can flat out change your life!  

Personal Growth Module (Folder) 

Personal Growth (Audio Files) (1-21) 

Personal Growth Self-Assessment Questionnaire (PDF) 

In this module we ask that you grade yourself on our 21 question questionnaire about how you are 
living your life.  

Angie and I then discuss each one of these questions and give recommendations.  

Create the Perfect Life Handouts (Folder) 

These handouts are meant to stimulate thought. Some will apply to you and your situation and 
some will not. 

An Exercise in Balance 
This simple exercise helps you see where you spend your time and energy and if it is balanced 
appropriately. 

Clean Sweep Program 
The clean sweep program consists of 100 items which, when complete, give you the vitality and 
strength you want in your life.  
This program can be completed in less than a year. It is an all inclusive, blow your mind, serious 
program and well worth the effort! 

Describe Your Perfect Day 
If time, family obligations, career, money, bad habits, or health problems were not an issue, what 
would your perfect day look like?  
This exercise will start you thinking about what your needs and values are etc. 

Personal Foundational Program 
The personal foundation program is a self-paced personal development program for the individual 
who wants more—much more—in life and understands the value of investing in one’s self by 
strengthening what we all one’s Personal Foundation. 

Module 6- Bonus Material  

Description 
Our largest BONUS section that is not core to the curriculum, but which you may find 
interesting. 
You can download below each section as a dedicated zip file, or each individual component when you 
wish to review it. 
Check back here periodically, as we will be constantly adding to this section 



Resources Section 1: Chiropractic Issues (Zip File Contents) 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Kelly (Audio File) 
Would you like a glimpse into the future of chiropractic?  
Well if Dr. Brian Kelly and the New Zealand College of Chiropractic have anything to do with it our future 
is bright!  
Do not miss this 35 minute interview with the president of the New Zealand College of Chiropractic and 
one of the great leaders of our profession. 
 If you are in the mood for being excited and uplifted you will love this interview! 

Rosen Coaching Interviews Dr. Christopher Kent. (Audio File) 
Can we really become the mainstream choice in the paradigm of the American health care consumer?  
And if so what can we personally do to make that happen?  
What about this whole INDUCEMENT issue?  
Trust me, you want to know!  

Dr. Rosen interviews Dr. Kent – Medicare (Audio File) 
Is it true? Can we stop messing around with Medicare? How can we do it legally and protect ourselves? 
What forms do the patients need to fill out? 
If we wanted to get politically involved what does Dr. Kent recommend we do? 
Enjoy the second installment of this one hour interview with the legend in our profession Dr. 
Christopher Kent. 

Dr. Rosen interviews Dr. Kent - Stroke Issue (Audio File) 
Dr. Kent reviewed all of the literature on the purported relationship between chiropractic cervical 
adjustments and strokes. 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Flynn (Audio File) 
Is anyone out there marketing and promoting chiropractic to the masses in the right way?  
The Foundation for Chiropractic Progress is and you need to know what they are doing for us and how 
you can benefit from their services! 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Croke (Audio File) 
Dr. Tony Croke won the Doctor of the year award in Australia.  
Listen to this brilliant 39 minute interview where Dr. Tony discusses his experience with care vs. scare 
and how he went from virtually no internal referrals to rocking his practice with internal referrals!  
Also learn about the politics of politics! 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Gentempo  (Audio File) 
Listen to this fascinating 30 minute interview with Legendary Dr. Patrick Gentempo as we discuss what 
successful people have in common, the value of accountability groups and the critical step that we as 
chiropractors MUST take if we want to become the recognized leaders of a true health care system 
worldwide! 

Dr. Rosen interviews Dr. Gentempo - Act 3 (Audio File) 
In this fascinating interview Dr. Gentempo lets us know he is selling CLA and alludes to what is up in his 
future. 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/TOHCS/Section+1/6.+Bonus+Material/Chiropractic+Issues/Dr.+Rosen+interviews+Dr.+Kent.mp3


Chiropractic Business Finishing School Accountability groups bonus module.zip (Audio File) 
and documents 
In this module Dr. Gentempo and Rick Sapio discuss the importance of accountability groups AND give 
you EVERYTHING you need to set up and run your own accountability groups.  
This is VERY powerful! 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Harvey (Audio File) 
Do we really need research?  
Is there anyone out there doing the type of Subluxation based research we really want and need? 

Dr. Meyer Interviews Dr. Arno Burnier on CCE Issues (Audio File) 
Listen to this 45 minute interview, as Dr. Angie Meyer interviews Dr. Arno Burnier regarding the 
crossroad that the chiropractic profession is facing right now! 
Arno explains how the CCE and the rest of the cartel has been controlling chiropractic and what we need 
to do to take back the reigns!  
This is not just a United States issue... 

Resources Section 2: How Can I Thrive (Zip File Contents) 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Acanfora (Audio File) 
Why did Dr. Acanfora have his best year and best quarter EVER after the crash in September 08? 
Because of the ECONOMY! 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Chalke (Audio File) 
Talk about trusting the process and planning in advance.  
Listen to this 24 minute interview where Dr. David Chalke tells exactly what he did to thrive in these post 
crash economic times! 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Collins (Audio File) 
Listen to what our only true "Eskimo Chiropractor" is doing to thrive big during these post economic 
crash times. 
 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Pringle (Audio File) 
Listen to this hour interview with one of the all time greats! Dr. Paul Pringle has been practicing for 53 
years! He was at Palmer when B.J. was still alive. Practiced in Melbourne Australia, flew his own plane to 
the “Outback” in central Australia for 14 years and was 1000 miles away from any other chiropractor! 
Want to hear some great stories and be inspired? Listen to this interview with Dr. Paul Pringle. 77 years 
old and STILL more passionate about Chiropractic AND how he can have a bigger impact in our 
profession and the world than most people half his age! 
 

Subluxation Good or Bad (Audio File) 
In this brain dump we dive deep into the value of a subluxation. Is it good? Is it bad? Both? This is an 
important audio to help you clarify how you address subluxations. 

Resources Section 3: How We See It (Zip File Contents) 

Consulting vs. Coaching (Article) 
The biggest difference I see between consulting and coaching is what I call “what do” vs. “who do.”  

https://s3.amazonaws.com/TOHCS/Section+1/6.+Bonus+Material/accountability+groups+bonus+module.zip


In this short article I describe the difference between the two. 

How We See It (Article) 
In this article we describe and dive deep into patient care vs. patient scare tactics.  
We discuss the importance and pros and cons of using scripts.  
We discuss the importance of building relationships.  
We talk about the importance of defining yourself and taking the necessary steps to do so.  
And we address the power of attraction, creating a problem free zone, discuss coaching tips and more! 

Patient Care vs. Patient Care (Article) 
In this article we dive deep into the difference between patient care and patient scare.  
Everything we do is based on patient care and we pride ourselves on not using the dangerous and 
unethical versions of patient scare! 

Resources Section 4: Miscellaneous (Zip File Contents) 

Memory Techniques (Article) 
In this article we discuss some fun and effective memory techniques. 

Resources Section 5: Dr. Rosen’s 5 On Purpose Interviews (Zip File Contents) 
Over the years of helping chiropractors enter into the world of Optimal-Health Chiropractic, we have 
been blessed to have been interviewed by Dr. Christopher Kent and Dr. Patrick Gentempo for the 
legendary On Purpose audio program.  
These interviews are all packed with value and apply to everything about your practice TODAY!  
There are hours of material, but we really want you to immerse yourself into this audio content and act 
upon what you learn. 
Here are the topics… 

A Sacred Relationship (Audio File) 
Goes deep into the Wellness Model and examines the difference between what I call the “old 
antiquated” model of communications vs. the new “true wellness model”. 

Patient Care vs. Patient Scare (Audio File) 
Takes a close look at how to empower our patients to want what we have to offer vs. manipulating 
them to scare them into care. 

Wow… I had no idea! (Audio File) 
Examines the concept of how to get patients to really understand the bigger picture of what we do as 
chiropractors through Socratic questions vs. lecturing our patients. 

Breakthroughs in Patient Communication(Audio File) 
Discusses the details of how we need to communicate with our patients and what we need to do to 
thrive during these “post economic crash” times! 

Tomato vs. Radish (Audio File) 
Would you like to know how to instantly build rapport and relieve your patients concerns and fears? 

Resources Section 6: Stressed Out (Zip File Contents) 

5 Step Problem Resolution (Article) 
In this article we dive deep into how to resolve problems.  

http://www.theoptimalhealthchiropracticsystem.com/TOHCS/Thread/Historical/index.cfm


Whenever I do mediation for individuals or teams I ALWAYS ask them to read this article first and use it 
as a baseline of what works and what will not in problem resolution.  

5 Steps to End Self Abuse (Article) 
In this article we dive deep into how to end self abuse and therefore stop abusing others. You may be 
surprised how often YOU abuse yourself and others and how “simple” but not easy it is to stop! 

10 Minute Practice (Article) 
In this article we describe how to begin to hear our negative internal dialogue and what to do about it. 
This is discussed in the “5 Steps to end self abuse” article. 

Build on a Budget (Audio File) 
This 15 minute audio dives into how to build your practice when you are on a tight budget. 

Burn Out  (Audio File) 
This 13 minute audio dives into the causes and what to do about BURN OUT! 

Create More Time  (Audio File) 
This 18 minute audio discusses the question of how to create more time in our lives to get everything 
done we want AND live the life of our dreams. 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Bloom (Audio File) 
Enjoy this conversation with Dr. Bloom from down-under. Not only does Dr. Bloom have a killer practice 
but he is happy in practice! 
So many of us stress about our numbers and our staff and never really enjoy the proverbial "journey". 
Listen to this inspirational discussion about the process he has gone through to free himself from the 
misery of never having enough, never being big enough, comparing himself to others and stress with 
staff. 
This is a journey most all of us can learn from. 

Leadership in Tough Times (Audio File) 
How will you respond during these tough economic times? It depends on your level of leadership. Are 
you willing to do what it takes to thrive? 

Rosen Interviews Tony Angus (Audio File) 
This is one of our most popular and powerful interviews!  
In this audio Dr. Tony Croke and Dr. Angus Pyke interview Dr. Rosen about very specific strategies to 
begin to hear our “Negative Internal Dialogue” and exactly what to do about it!  
This interview can flat out change your life!  

Article (Folder) 

Bringing Work Home With You (Article) 
In this article we discuss why we DON’T want to bring home work with us and how to separate work 
from home. 

Problem Free Life (Article) 
The founder of “Personal Coaching” Thomas Leonard, talks about having a problem free life. He ponders 
the question, “Why do we have problems in our life anyway?”  



I realize this sounds ridiculous since very few of us even know anyone who remotely resembles a 
problem free life, but it is a neat idea to contemplate. 

Create the Perfect Life Program (Folder) 

Create the Perfect Life (Article) 

Handouts 

Create the Perfect Life Program (Audio File) 
In this article we help you figure out how to create YOUR perfect life! If you cannot see in writing on a 
calendar when you will get everything done the odds are you will not get it all done!  
We need rituals, we need time for sleep, time to be with our patients, work ON the business, date nights 
etc.  
This is an incredibly powerful program. Just do it! 
Handouts 
These handouts are meant to stimulate thought. Some will apply to you and your situation and some 
will not. 

An Exercise in Balance 
This simple exercise helps you see where you spend your time and energy and if it is balanced 
appropriately. 

Clean Sweep Program 
The clean sweep program consists of 100 items which, when complete, give you the vitality and strength 
you want in your life.  
This program can be completed in less than a year. It is an all inclusive, blow your mind, serious program 
and well worth the effort! 

Describe Your Perfect Day 
If time, family obligations, career, money, bad habits, or health problems were not an issue, what would 
your perfect day look like?  
This exercise will start you thinking about what your needs and values are etc. 

Personal Foundational Program 
The personal foundation program is a self-paced personal development program for the individual who 
wants more—much more—in life and understands the value of investing in one’s self by strengthening 
what we all one’s Personal Foundation. 
 

Resources Section 7: What Does it Take to Grow?(Zip File Contents) 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Spencer (Audio File) 
Dr. Jeff Spencer was not only an Olympic Cyclist but he was the chiropractor for the famous Postal team 
and Lance Armstrongs personal chiropractor for every tour de France.  
Listen to this amazing mane discuss how to have peak performance in YOUR life and practice. 



Dr. Meyer Interviews Dr. Robinson  (Audio File) 
Listen to this 33 minute interview where Dr. Angie Meyer interviews Dr. Amy Robinson and find out how 
Dr. Robinson got over 23 patients to come back into her practice in ONE WEEK without sending an 
email, letter, phone call etc.  
Amy started a movement and many other doctors have done the EXACT same thing! And you can too!! 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Dukowitz (Audio File) 
Would you like to spizz up the spizzerinctum of your entire community?  
Listen to what Dr. Troy Dukowitz is doing with the chiropractors in his community in this 20 minute 
interview. 
Dr. Troy's EPOC program is not for everyone, nor is it available for everyone. But, if you want to go for it 
in a big way and spizz up the spizzerinctum in a big way then you must listen to this interview and 
become an EPOC center! 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Eade (Audio File) 
I had been looking forward to doing this interview for over a year!  
Of all the people I have coached over the years Dr. Shane Eade has taken me on one of the most elegant 
and tremendous journeys!  
Listen to this 1 hour interview as we discuss how Dr. Eade came into the process as a fully mechanistic 
pain based doctor and how he so beautifully made the transformation into a wellness doctor seeing all 
kinds of amazing changes in his office, his life and of course with his patients. 

 Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Noble (Audio File) 
Take action, clarify vision, clear up headspace and implement procedures. Nothing new I know.  
Listen to this wonderful 30 minute interview with Dr. Noble who did just that and listen to the 
wonderful changes he is enjoying.  
Steve is just a regular guy like you and me who has taken the journey from a struggling pain doctor to a 
thriving wellness doctor. Don’t miss this interview! 
  



System 2 Operating System and Team  
 

Module 1- Get the Team to Grow the Practice  

Description 
There is no question in my mind we need a great team to build a great practice.  
It is darn near impossible for a doctor to grow a legendary practice on their own.  

 Imagine how much Bill Gates could get done every day if his 6000 employees did not show up 
for work! 

 The problem with growing legendary practices is we do not have a system in place to grow 
legendary teams.  

 Most of our staff feels they are already overworked and overwhelmed and the idea of seeing 
more people simply means more work and they do not see how it is possible.  

 And even if they do feel there is room to grow they have absolutely no idea what to do or how 
to grow the practice. 

The basic format to grow a practice is re-organize, make space, fill it, repeat. 
In this course we clarify the difference between being in "The Zone", being bored or being 
stressed and overwhelmed.  
We clarify exactly how to free up the stress, reorganize, make space and get everyone ready to grow 
the practice using the "Dream Team". 

 We then show your team how to set reasonable short term goals, make sure they are not only 
doable but they excite your team and they see the benefit to themselves! 

 Once your team is excited to build the practice, realizes there is plenty of room and systems in 
place to grow the practice and you know exactly what goals you are going to accomplish each 
person on your team MUST have a written Action Plan for Improvement form. Each person must 
know exactly what they can do to grow the practice. 

 Once you implement this system you can get off the roller coaster and have continual growth 
once and for all! 

Resources: Get the Team to Grow the Practice (Zip File Contents) 
"Get the Team to Grow the Practice" is the "WHY" behind the How.  
Once your team has been through this process, "How to Build a Dream Team" will show you exactly 
"How" to build your team.  
I have taken dozens of offices through this process and seen explosive and continual growth! Do not 
miss this opportunity to Get Your Team to Grow the Practice!! 

Get the Team to Grow the Practice (Audio File) 
This is the ripped mp3 from the Get the Team to Grow the Practice module. 



Get the TEAM to grow the practice (Transcript) 

Get the TEAM to grow the practice (Workbook) 

Get the TEAM to grow the practice (Audio Powerpoint) 

Forms discussed in module (Folder) 
Containing forms relating to Business Vision, Purpose, Values; Statistics & the ‘Creating the Perfect Life’ 
program 

Angus Purpose Form 
In the “How to get the Team to Build the Practice” module we discussed a form that Dr. Angus uses. It 
helps you zero in and clarify your purpose. 

List of Values (Word doc) 
In the Business Frame from the “Get the Team to Grow the Practice” module we discuss the importance 
of values. This list will help you clarify your values. 

Business Frame (Sub-folder) 
These are examples of “Business Frames” that different doctors have shared. We describe the value and 
importance of this Business Frame in “Get the Team to Grow the Practice”. It is the foundation of 
running your business! 

Example Business Frame 1 

Example Business Frame 2 

Example Business Frame 3 

The Business Frame 

Create the Perfect Life Program (Sub-folder) 

Create the Perfect Life (Article) 
In this article we help you figure out how to create YOUR perfect life! If you cannot see in writing on a 
calendar when you will get everything done the odds are you will not get it all done! We need rituals, we 
need time for sleep, time to be with our patients, work ON the business, date nights etc. This is an 
incredibly powerful program. Just do it! 

Handouts 
These handouts are meant to stimulate thought. Some will apply to you and your situation and some 
will not. 

An Exercise in Balance 
This simple exercise helps you see where you spend your time and energy and if it is balanced 
appropriately. 

Clean Sweep Program 
The clean sweep program consists of 100 items which, when complete, give you the vitality and strength 
you want in your life. This program can be completed in less than a year. It is an all inclusive, blow your 
mind, serious program and well worth the effort! 



Describe Your Perfect Day 
If time, family obligations, career, money, bad habits, or health problems were not an issue, what would 
your perfect day look like? This exercise will start you thinking about what your needs and values are 
etc. 

Personal Foundational Program 
The personal foundation program is a self-paced personal development program for the individual who 
wants more—much more—in life and understands the value of investing in one’s self by strengthening 
what we all one’s Personal Foundation. 

Stat Sheets (Sub-folder) 
Both of these stat sheets are available in two date formats: DD MM YR or MM DD YR for use in different 
world regions. 

OHC Stats Master (Spreadsheet) 
This is the excel spreadsheet master stat sheet that we recommend you use in your practice. 

TOHCS – Dropped Patient Tracking (Spreadsheet) 
This is the excel spreadsheet dropped patient tracking sheet that we recommend you use in your 
practice. 

Goals Package (Folder) 
This package gives you everything you need to set and achieve your goals. I personally have had a love 
hate relationship with goals. But this package and process makes it much more easy and doable! 

3 Pillars 5 Systems (PDF) 

Goal Setting (Article) 
This article gives you the specific details of how to set goals. 

Goal Setting Template 

Goals & the New Year mp3 (Audio File) 
In this audio I dive deep into my love hate relationship with goal and help clarify what I have seen work 
for hundreds of people. Want to set and achieve SMART goals? Listen to this audio and do this program! 

Goals & the New Year (Transcript) 
This is the transcript of the Goals & The New Year mp3 

Please READ FIRST (Article) 
Read this document first for instructions as to how to get the most out of this program and what to do 
first. 

What are Your Goals for the Year? (Article) 
This template helps you clarify where you are, where you want to get to and how to prioritize your goals 
and steps to get there. 



Module 2- How to Build a Dream Team 

Description 
Are you tired of: 

 Your lack of knowledge in knowing how to hire the right people? 

 Your inexperience in understanding how to effectively train them? 

 Constantly having to ride your staff to get them to do their job? 

 Listening to constant complaints from staff that they don't have enough time to get their jobs 
done? 

 Wondering exactly what it is that your staff does all day? 
Would you like to... 

 Learn a proven system that will help you hire the right staff for the job? 

 Implement a plan that will ensure that your team is fully trained and that has them continually 
wanting to upgrade their performance? 

 Create a Practice "DREAM TEAM" that carries you on their shoulders? A team that not only is 
highly trained, motivated and driven, but is one that holds themselves accountable and knows 
their capabilities so they can literally push you to do your best? 

 Master the secrets of how to be treated like a ROCK STAR, with your staff as ROADIES, and your 
patients playing the part of RAVING FANS! 

 Experience the excitement your staff feels every time they get new patient referrals into the 
office!!? 

 Develop your DREAM TEAM into PROFESSIONALS, who will drive the practice to new heights 
even BETTER then you could do on your own!! 

Then... it is Time to Build Your Dream Team!!! 
In this course, you will learn the 7 STEPS required to create your Dream Team! 

1. You'll learn how to conduct a group interview and hire the right staff.  

 You will receive everything you need to know. 
2. You'll discover how to train your team and how to make sure that they not only 

master their job, but that they also maintain an "A++" performance. 
3. You'll understand the difference between bonuses and rewards, the importance of 

motivating your staff with the right bonus system, and you'll be given all of the tools 
you need to create the perfect bonus system for your team.  

 Don't kid yourself, you need highly motivated staff to get to the next level, and to 
accomplish that - you need the right bonus system. 

4. Once they are motivated, you have to make sure each person is in the right position.  

 In this part of the course, I discuss how to use behavioral analysis tests to make sure 
that this is the case.  

 Don't be mislead into believing that any person can do a job effectively.  

 The truth is you need a very specific type of person in each position if you really 
want to create that "Dream Team." 

5. After you have motivated staff in the right positions, you need to make sure that each 
one is doing the best job possible, not just getting by and collecting a paycheck!   

 In this part of the course, I go into the details of the perfect Performance 
Appraisal System.  

 Using this system, you will be able to customize and create the perfect 
performance appraisal for your team. 



 If each team member can recognize the areas in which improvement is needed, 
and he/she has a plan of action that will accomplish the necessary 
improvement, you will be astonished at how fast your office starts thriving vs. 
just surviving. 

 We recommend that your staff members also fill out performance appraisals on 
the doctors in your practice.  

 One of the most important aspects of building a "Dream Team" is to make sure 
that you inspire your staff. If they feel that you are part of the problem, this 
takes all the wind out of their sails and causes the bonus system to backfire in 
your face! 

 If the staff feels that the reason they can't meet this month's goals is because 
you just won't shut up, or they spend too much time just chit chatting with 
patients, or you oversell the case presentation, or you get angry with the 
patients, etc., then they will become very discouraged, ask you to forget about 
the bonus system, and to please, just give them a raise. 

At this point, you can forget about building the perfect "Dream Team." 
6. The next topic we look at is how to run an effective staff meeting.   

 Now I realize that many of you have had terrible experiences conducting staff 
meetings. Basically, they just become rag sessions, where the Doctors go on a 
rampage and the staff members just sit and whine. This is certainly not the type 
of meeting I recommend!! 

 Again, if you do it right, you call it a bonus meeting, because, after all, that is 
really all you are discussing at the meeting.  

 Remember, all roads lead to Babylon. Every single thing that someone does in 
the office, whether it be recalls, reactivation programs, answering the phones, 
billing, collections, pre-consultations, you name it, everything leads to one 
thing... collections. 

 If you base your bonus structure on collections, then everyone becomes 
accountable to the team.  

 And, if you really want to see your staff start going after the weakest link and 
thinning out the herd, make them all accountable to each other! 
In this part of the course, you will learn exactly how to run a highly effective 
staff meeting that keeps your staff motivated and "juiced up" to do what 
needs to be done to get the practice, and you, to the next level. 

7. Lastly, I review with you three other types of meetings and mini-meetings, which I 
believe are critical to your success.  

 Doctors constantly tell me there's no time for meetings. 

 To me, this is like setting out on a voyage, without a map or a rudder on your 
sailing ship. 

Resources: How to Build a Dream Team (Zip Folder Contents) 

How to Build a Dream Team mp3 (Audio File) 
This is the ripped mp3 of the “How to Build a Dream Team” module. 



How to Build a Dream Team (Transcript) 

How to Build a Dream Team (Workbook) 

Resources: How to Build a Dream Team Forms (Zip Folder Contents) 

Khalsa 800 Number Process (Article) 
This process can help you weed through the masses of applicants when you are hiring a CA. Have the 
applicants call into a 800 number answer three questions etc. and save yourself a ton of time and 
trouble! 

Team Questionnaire (Word doc 
This is a great team questionnaire to get an understanding of how they think things are going and where 
they think you need to focus to grow the practice. 

Application for Employment (Folder) 

Application for employment (Form) 

Bonus CA and Insurance Scripts (Folder) 

Bonus CA Scripts (Word doc) 
No we do not recommend memorizing scripts. Instead we want you to review our scripts and come up 
with ones that will work in your practice with your CA’s. But make no mistake you want “Scripts” for 
your manuals and you want your team to have them wired so they understand exactly what they are 
trying to communicate and so they can speak from their heart. 

Insurance Discussion Process (Article) 
In this article we discuss how to handle insurance. You MUST separate the “Bad news” from the doctor. 
This gives you the details you need to handle this tricky part of our practice. 

DISC Analysis Forms (Folder) 

Style Analysis Short Form 
This form helps us figure out someone’s DISC 

Work Environment 
This form helps us figure out the DISC we want for a certain position i.e. front desk or tech CA. 



Dream Team Forms BAF Training etc (Folder) 

Action Plan for Improvement Form 

Bonus Appraisal Form DR 

Bonus Appraisal Form Employee 

Check-off List for Training Team Member 

Example of Training Checklist for CA (Folder) 

Training Checklist Example (Word doc) 
This is an example of a training checklist for CA. 

Mision Statement forms (Folder) 

Life Purpose Business Mission and Legacy 

Life Purpose (Worksheet) 

Mission Statement Template 

Office Manual Policy (Folder) 

Office Manual Dr. Mutzig Shared (Sub-folder) 

Office Manual Dr. Mutzig Shared (digital format) 
This is a tremendous EXTREMELY detailed office manual that Dr. Mutzig shared with us. 

Overview Manual Policy (Sub-folder) 

Overview Manual Template 
This is an example of an overview of an office manual and office policy. 

Quarter and year in review meeting (Folder) 

Quarterly and Year in review meeting overview 

Worksheet to Accomplish Goals (Folder) 

Worksheet to accomplish goals (PDF) 

Resources: Dive Deeper (Zip Folder Contents) 

Missed Appointments mp3 (Audio File) 
In this audio we discuss everything you need to know to help your patients value their appointments, 
make their appointments on time, what to do with people who miss their appointments and 
dramatically decrease your missed appointments. 



Missed Appointments (Transcript) 

Handoff from Doctor to CA (Article) 
We have seen this one concept double practices! We discuss exactly when and how to get your patients 
to sign up for the program of care, make the health care talks, get their families checked and pre pay 
and preschedule! 

Module 3- Understanding and Applying DISC  

Description 
Do you have: 

 Patients that frustrate you? 

 A hard time getting patients to understand what you do and how you can help them? 

 Difficulty with your staff or a high staff turn over? 
Do you ever: 

 Wonder why your patients "just don't get it"? 

 Get nervous or uncomfortable when talking to new patients? 

 Feel disappointed when patients just disappear? 
Have you ever been talking to a patient and they are staring right through you and haven't heard a word 
you have said? It's like you're speaking a foreign language! 
DISC is an observable universal language of behavior and emotions. It is a language of how we act or 
behave. If we learn and understand these behavioral characteristics about ourselves and others we 
will increase our success in communication! 
What are the benefits? 

 Increased confidence in communication with your patients and staff 

 Better staff/patient communication on the phone & at the front desk 

 Higher patient retention 

 Greater number of new patient conversions 

 Stronger doctor/patient relationships which generates more referrals 
"I have complete peace of mind and confidence in all my patient interactions." Steve Polenz, DC 
"This allows me a much greater ability to communicate with the patient on their level and lead them 
to THEIR truth about health and wellness." Michael Acanfora, DC 
"Master DISC and learn to speak THEIR language!" Russ Rosen, DC 



Resouces: 

Online video examples 

C – Compliance 

D – Dominance 

I – Influence 

S – Steadiness 

PDF Documents 
Available as individual documents for download 

Getting Started (PDF) 

DISC – class flyer (PDF) 

Style Analysis Short Form (PDF) 

Understanding & Applying DISC Manual (PDF) 

Powerpoint 

DISC Audio Powerpoint 

Module 4- The Importance of Certainty for CA’s  

Description 
Are you tired of your CA’s 

 Feeling anxious when they meet new patients or when they ask for money, pre-schedule, 
reschedule or set up health care talks? 

 Feeling burned out all the time? 

 Never knowing how to get the “Big Idea” across to patients? 
Would you like your CA’s to... 

 Feel that you are 100% congruent both with what they do and what they don't do? 

 Clarify who they are as a CA and who they are not? 

 Be able to speak their truth from a place of power? 
Then it is time for you and your team to learn "The Importance of Certainty for CAs" 
In this course, you will learn the Importance of Certainty and how it affects all aspects of your 
life and practice. 
CA Trainer Kim Klapp and Dr. Russ Rosen go through a detailed workbook and examine 

the most common issues when it comes to Certainty for CA’s.  
This course will teach you: 

1. What the Top Practices in the Nation have in common. 
2. Dr. Rosen's "Formula for Certainty" vs. "Fake it 'til you make it." 
3. How to define: 



  Who you are as a CA, 

 What you offer, 

 What you would like to deliver, 

 What you are certain you do deliver, 

 How to monitor what you deliver, 

 How to communicate what you deliver, 

 How to clarify your mission, and 

 What to include in your Vision and Persona statements. 
4. How to change from the inside out to Attract the Practice of Your Dreams! 

Resources: Certainty for CA’s (Zip Folder Contents) 
This Course comes complete with a workbook giving you absolutely everything you need to attract the 
practice of your dreams, along with an audio MP3 of a Kim Klapp and Dr. Rosen talking down in great 
detail all of the points. 

Certainty for CA’s with Kim Klapp (Workbook) 
Fill out this questionnaire/workbook BEFORE listening to the mp3 audio recording 

Certainty for CA’s mp3 (Audio file) 

Certainty for CA’s (Transcript) 

Module 5- Bonus Materials 

Resources: Entire Module (Zip Folder Contents) 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Harvey – (Peopleology) mp3 (Audio file) 
**Also available as separate download** 
In this 25 minute discussion Dr. Martin Harvey (Parker Seminars 2009 International Chiropractor of the 
year) takes us through a very interesting discussion about a subject he has named, “Peopleology.” 
In this fascinating discussion Dr. Harvey helps us better understand how to ask the right questions to 
help people really get what we are saying! 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Jay Geier mp3 (Audio file) 
**Also available as separate download** 
In this 1hr 19 minute interview Jay Geier tells all! 
If you want your CA's to reach through the phone and bring new patients into your office you don't want 
to miss this phenomenal interview.  
Jay doesn't tease us, he literally tells all AND if you want your CA's to master this process you will want 
to take him up on his most generous offer! 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Kim Klapp mp3 (Audio file) 
**Also available as separate download** 
In this interview Kim Klapp describes what a perfect CA would look like and how to get them there. 



RC Interviews Carrao (Folder) 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Carrao mp3 
**Also available as separate zip download** 
Does it really matter which behavioral styles we have at each position?  
Does it really matter if you have a “people person” at the front desk or a “task oriented person” doing 
billing and collections? You bet your butt it does! 
Listen to this 52 minute interview with Theresa Carro of Rexi coaching as she clarifies the value of 
understanding behavioral styles in all aspects of your life! 

Disc – class flyer REVISED 2 

System to Sustain Growth (Folder) 
**Also available as separate zip download** 

System to Sustain Growth mp3 (Audio file) 

System to Sustain Growth (Transcript) 
In this mp3 we discuss how you can sustain growth without hitting the glass ceiling and riding the classic 
roller coaster practice of ups and downs. 

Bonus articles (Sub-folder) 

New Patients and the Marketing Calendar (Article) 

This article describes the importance of creating a marketing calendar and how to do it. 

Practice Growth and the Weakest Link (Article) 

The basic premise to growth is, make space for patients, fill that space with patients, make more space, 
and fill that space with more patients. Make sure there are no “bottle necks” along the road. Simple, but 
not easy! This article dives deep into the 8 bottlenecks we must all address! 

Create the Perfect Life Program (Folder): 

Create the Perfect Life (Article) 
In this article we help you figure out how to create YOUR perfect life! If you cannot see in writing on a 
calendar when you will get everything done the odds are you will not get it all done! We need rituals, we 
need time for sleep, time to be with our patients, work ON the business, date nights etc. This is an 
incredibly powerful program. Just do it! 

Handouts 
These handouts are meant to stimulate thought. Some will apply to you and your situation and some 
will not. 

An Exercise in Balance 
This simple exercise helps you see where you spend your time and energy and if it is balanced 
appropriately. 

Clean Sweep Program 
The clean sweep program consists of 100 items which, when complete, give you the vitality and strength 
you want in your life. This program can be completed in less than a year. It is an all inclusive, blow your 
mind, serious program and well worth the effort! 



Describe Your Perfect Day 
If time, family obligations, career, money, bad habits, or health problems were not an issue, what would 
your perfect day look like? This exercise will start you thinking about what your needs and values are 
etc. 

Personal Foundational Program 
The personal foundation program is a self-paced personal development program for the individual who 
wants more—much more—in life and understands the value of investing in one’s self by strengthening 
what we all one’s Personal Foundation. 

Goals Package (Sub-folder) 
This package gives you everything you need to set and achieve your goals. I personally have had a love 
hate relationship with goals. But this package and process makes it much more easy and doable! 

Goal Setting (Article) 
This article gives you the specific details of how to set goals. 

Goals & the New Year (Transcript) 
This is the transcript of the Goals & The New Year mp3 

Goals & the New Year mp3 (Audio file) 
In this audio I dive deep into my love hate relationship with goal and help clarify what I have seen work 
for hundreds of people. Want to set and achieve SMART goals? Listen to this audio and do this program! 

Please READ FIRST (Article) 
Read this document first for instructions as to how to get the most out of this program and what to do 
first. 

What are Your Goals for the Year? (Article) 
This template helps you clarify where you are, where you want to get to and how to prioritize your goals 
and steps to get there. 

Articles (Folder) 

Assertives vs. Non-Assertives (Article) 
In this article we help clarify the difference between assertives and non-assertives and how knowing this 
information can help you better communicate. 

  



System 3 Communications  
 

Module 1- LAASR Overview  

Description 
This 70-minute program gives you a fantastic overview of the entire process.  
I literally walk you through exactly what happens, from the moment your patient calls all the way 
through their first re-report.  
I will help you understand the flow of the process and the order in which you should study each section. 
You will gain access to: 
30+ Minute PowerPoint Video 

Downloads to reinforce these learnings 

Resources: LAASR Overview (Zip Folder Contents) 

LAASR Mastery Overview mp3 (Audio file) 
Audio clip of PowerPoint lecture 

LASSR Mastery Overview (Transcript) 

Module 2- LAASR Orientation  

Description 
This 70 minute program will give you a foundation for everything else you are about to learn.  
This is a great program to view with your team! 

1. One 70 minute (approx) audio PowerPoint 
2. Audio clips of PowerPoint lecture for your listening pleasure 
3. "LAASR Orientation" Outline Notes Section 

Resources: LAASR Orientation (Zip Folder Contents) 

LASSR Mastery Orientation (Transcript) 

LASSR Mastery Orientation (Workbook) 

LAASR Mastery Orientation mp3 (Audio file) 
 

LAASR Orientation Dive Deep Reptilian Brain mp3 (Audio File) 



In this module we dive deep into communications from the reptilian brains perspective. PLEASE 

MAKE SURE THAT YOU LISTEN TO THIS. You will see that we have Dive Deep sections in 

the rest of the communications modules that reference this specific information. Very important 

dive deep section!! 

 

LAASR Orientation Dive Deep Reptilian Brain mp3 (Transcript) 

 

Resources: LAASR Orientation Bootcamp (Zip Folder Contents) 

Boot camp Audio 
This is a recording of Dr. Rosen covering this material while speaking in Australia.  
Depending on your learning style you may enjoy this bonus material. 

Resources: LAASR Orientation Bonus (Zip Folder Contents) 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Bill Esteb mp3 (Audio file) 
Listen to the foremost authority on patient communication and discover that it’s not what you tell a 
patient, it’s what you ask, that makes the difference. 
Are you depending solely on efferent patient communications? 
Learn the essential ingredient that must be present if you want to make the greatest impact and truly 
educate patients. 
Thought-provoking, yet relevant and immediately usable information you can apply today. 

 
Dr. Rosen Interviews University Professor on The “Socratic Method” 
Listen to this 47 minute audio where I interviewed a Philosophy Professor from Northwestern Michigan 
College (this gal is scary smart).  We talked about how exactly to apply the Socratic Method to YOUR 
practice so you will be able to effortlessly have your patients HAPPILY, stay, pay and refer.  

 
 
2.5 PRE Modul  
Listen to this 47 minute audio where I interviewed a Philosophy Professor from Northwestern Michigan 
College (this gal is scary smart).  We talked about how exactly to apply the Socratic Method to YOUR 
practice so you will be able to effortlessly have your patients HAPPILY, stay, pay and refer.  

e 3- First contact Process 

Description 
This module is really a hodgepodge of materials we want you to be aware of prior to starting 
the next communication modules.  
You will see all of these are also included other modules but we wanted to put all of this together in 
one area for ease of use. 

Resources: Entire Pre-Module (Zip Folder Contents) 

1. CA Communications (Folder) 
(Prior to first visit, first and second visit) 



Bonus Script for CA’s with LAASR Course (Article) 
Scripts for CA’s from answering the phone and setting up new patients to answering questions with 
patients etc. 

Setting up visit 1 and visit 2 on first phone call (Article) 
This article teaches your CA’s HOW and WHY we set up our new patients for visit 1 and visit 2 at on the 
first phone call. 

Red Carpet Treatment (Article) 
This article gives some great ideas about HOW and WHY to give our patients the RED CARPET treatment! 

Rosen interviews Jay Geier9 (Audio file) 
In this 1hr 19 minute interview Jay Geier tells all! 
If you want your CA's to reach through the phone and bring new patients into your office you don't want 
to miss this phenomenal interview. Jay doesn't tease us, he literally tells all AND if you want your CA's to 
master this process you will want to take him up on his most generous offer! 

Rosen interviews Kim Klapp12 (Audio file) 

Insurance Discussion (Folder) 
Great procedures for if you bill insurance. 

Insurance discussion process (Article) 
In this article we discuss how to handle insurance. You MUST separate the “Bad news” from the doctor. 
This gives you the details you need to handle this tricky part of our practice. 

Patients with Bad Insurance (Article) 
This article discusses how to deal with patients with bad insurance. 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Capra 
If you are going to play the insurance game in the U.S. you need to play to win.  
If you want to get paid for your services and protect yourself from audits you must hear this interview!  
Dr. Brian Capra has a billing/collections, software and hardware system that you absolutely need to 
know about.  
Do not miss this interview! 

Forms for new patients (Folder) 

Reactivated patient forms (Sub-folder) 

Reactivation Form 
Form to have patient fill out if they have not been in to the office in quite some time.    

UPDATED Case History 
Form to update patient’s case history (more detailed than reactivated patient form). 

Review History and HISTORY FORMs (Sub-folder) 

Reviewing Patient History form 
History form to have patient fill out as a new patient. 



Reviewing Patient History (Transcript) 

Reviewing Patient History form (Audio Powerpoint) 
Takes you through exactly how to review the history with your patient 
Ripped audio from the module show how to get the most out of this history form and the Socratic 
questions you may want to use to quickly bet to the bulls-eye of what is important to YOU and to THEM. 

Bonus Pediatrics forms (Folder) 
History forms for infants and children 

RC Child Form (1-13 yrs) 

RC Infant Forms (1-12 mo) 

Reviewing Patient’s History mp3’s (Folder) 

Review Hx (Audio File) 

Handouts for patients examples 
These are examples of handouts you may want to use for your patients. 



AA READ ME FIRST 

BB Personal Handout Worksheet 

CC Welcome to Rosen Chiropractic 

DD Now that you have had your first adjustment 

EE Reactivation 

FF Top Priority 

GG Start the Healing 

HH Good doctor good patients 

II To adjust or not adjust that is the question 

JJ Subluxation compensation and the adjustment 

KK Stress 

LL Choices consequences and the Power of Chiropractic 

MM Why standard process 

NN Terms of Acceptance 

LAASR Product 

Visit 1 patient orientation (Sub-folder) 

Visit1 Patient Orientation (Audio Powerpoint) 
This is the visit 1 patient education presentation that you will record and have your patient watch before 
their visit 1 consultation examination.  
Again you will see we have it in the consultation module as well as here.  
We just want to make sure you get this recorded and USE IT!  
(You will see the visit 2 patient education presentation is in the ROF 1 module.) 
(To be Personalized by DC) 

Visit 1 Patient Orientation Script 

Outsource DVD Conversion 

Directions to convert audio Powerpoin to DVD 

Chirotouch and Atlas Software users (Folder)  
Rosen Coaching client offers from these software companies 



Chirotouch and Atlas software users (Word doc) 

Why use a Terms of Acceptance form 

How to take care of stuttering (Audio File) 

NN Terms of Acceptance (Word doc) 

Module 3- Pre-Consultation  

Description 
This 55-minute program teaches your CA how to deliver the best wellness pre-consultation in 
only 10 minutes or less.  
Give your patients the opportunity to "feel heard" while saving the doctor time.  

 Learn how to fully utilize your paraprofessionals' skills and this will become the favorite part of 
their job! 

 Increase your patient's rapport, give them an amazing "wow" experience and take them through 
a series of questions to begin to shift their consciousness, so they can fully grasp the "Whole 
Story." 

This program includes: 
 One 55-minute (approx) audio PowerPoint 

 Audio clips from PowerPoint lecture for your listening pleasure 

 Pre-Consultation form to use with your patients 

 Pre-Consultation Training form with scripts and notes 

Resources: Pre-Consultation (Zip Folder Contents) 
This program includes everything you and your CA need for your CA to do a KILLER pre-consultation 

Pre Consultation Form 
This is the form your CA will use during a REAL pre-consultation. 

Pre Consultation Training Form 
This is the form your CA will use to TRAIN for the pre-consultation. 

Pre Consultation mp3 (Audio File) 
This is the mp3 ripped from the training module. 

Reptilian Brain Pre-consultation Dive Deeper section mp3 (Audio File) 
This Dive Deeper section dives deep into this communication module from a Reptilian Brains 
Perspective. It is CRITICAL that you have already listened to “LAASR Orientation Dive Deep Reptilian 
Brain” section BEFORE LISTENING to this module. 

Reptilian Brain Pre-consultation Dive Deeper section mp3 (Transcript) 
 



Sample Before and After Scans (Folder) 

Brock Scan 1 

Brock Scan 2 
These are sample before and after scans your CA can use until you have ones of your own when she 
shows the before and after scans to the new patient. 

Resources: Pre-Consultation Bootcamp (Zip Folder Contents) 

Boot camp Audio 
This is a recording of Dr. Rosen covering this material while speaking in Australia.  
Depending on your learning style you may enjoy this bonus material. 

Module 4- Doctor’s Consultation  

Description 
This 60-minute program teaches you how to perform a "killer" Wellness Consultation in 3-5 
minutes! 
Note: If you don't have a CA doing your Pre-Consultations, I also include the "Docs Consult with Pre-
consultation Questions" form.  
Using this form, you can also address some of the important pre-consultation questions during your 
consultation. 
Imagine totally connecting with your patient for 3-4 minutes, asking them a series of 
questions, teaching them "under the radar", knowing everything you need to know and having 
them feel totally heard and 100% ready for you to start the examination!  
That is what you will learn in this section! 
I also include a bonus audio PowerPoint and form called the "Reviewing Patient History" form.  
Not only do I give you a true "Wellness History" form that really works, I also provide you with a 20-
minute program that teaches you how to review the Wellness History form after the patient fills it out, 
how to instruct the patient "under the radar" as you review the form with them and how to stretch their 
consciousness in the process! 
This program includes: 

 One 60-minute (approx) audio "Doctors Consultation" PowerPoint 

 Audio clips from PowerPoint lecture for your listening pleasure 

 "Doctor's Consultation" form to use with patients 

 "Doctor's Consultation" (with Pre-Consultation questions) form to use with patients 

 "Doctor's Consultation Training Checklist" fully scripted and full of notes! 

 One 20-minute (approx) audio "Reviewing Patient History" form PowerPoint 

 Audio clips from PowerPoint lecture for your listening pleasure 

 "Patient History" form that the patient completes 

Resources: Doctor’s Consultation (Zip Folder Contents) 
This module gives the doctor EVERYTHING you need to do a killer consultation. 



Doctor’s Consultation (Transcript) 

Doctor’s Consultation mp3’s (Folder) 

Doctors Consultation (Audio File) 
This is the ripped mp3 from this module 

Interviews discussed in module (Folder) 

Rosen interviews Jay Geier (Audio File) 
In this 1hr 19 minute interview Jay Geier tells all! 
If you want your CA's to reach through the phone and bring new patients into your office you don't want 
to miss this phenomenal interview.  
Jay doesn't tease us, he literally tells all AND if you want your CA's to master this process you will want 
to take him up on his most generous offer! 

Rosen Interviews Kim Klapp (Audio File) 

Forms Checklist and Training (Folder) 

CA Set Up Visit 1 & 2 article (Sub-folder) 
This section gives your CA everything they need to set patients up for visit 1 and 2 on the first phone 
call. 

Setting Up Visit 1 and Visit 2 On the First Phone Call (Article) 
This article teaches your CA’s HOW and WHY we set up our new patients for visit 1 and visit 2 at on the 
first phone call. 

Rosen interviews Jay Geier 
In this 1hr 19 minute interview Jay Geier tells all! 
If you want your CA's to reach through the phone and bring new patients into your office you don't want 
to miss this phenomenal interview.  

Bonus scripts for CA’s with LAASR Course (Articles) 
Scripts for CA’s from answering the phone and setting up new patients to answering questions with 
patients etc. 

For DOC With Pre Consult (Sub-folder) 

Doctor’s Consult with Pre Consult Training Checklist 
This is the form the doctor will STUDY from to do the doctors consultation if you do NOT have a CA 
doing a pre-consultation. It has some of the questions the CA would have asked during the pre-
consultation. 

Doctor’s Consult with Pre Consult Questions 
This is the form the doctor will use in real time with the patient to do the doctors consultation if you do 
NOT have a CA doing a pre-consultation. It has some of the questions the CA would have asked during 
the pre-consultation. 



Wellness pt consult with PRE consult Checklist form 
This is the form the doctor will STUDY from to do the doctors consultation if you do NOT have a CA 
doing a pre-consultation. It has some of the questions the CA would have asked during the pre-
consultation.  
It has extra phrases of how you would deal with a “Wellness” patient with NO symptoms. 

For DOC Without Pre Consult (Sub-folder) 

Doctor’s Consultation Form 
This is the form the doctor will use in real time with the patient to do the doctors consultation if you DO 
have a CA doing a pre-consultation.  
It does NOT some of the questions the CA would have asked during the pre-consultation. 

Doctor’s Consultation Training Checklist 
This is the form the doctor will STUDY from to do the doctors consultation if you DO have a CA doing a 
pre-consultation. It does NOT have some of the questions the CA would have asked during the pre-
consultation. 

Wellness pt consult Checklist 
This is the form the doctor will STUDY from to do the doctors consultation if you DO have a CA doing a 
pre-consultation. It has extra phrases of how you would deal with a “Wellness” patient with NO 
symptoms. 

From Notes Section of original Powerpoint (Sub-folder) 

Building Rapport (Article) 

Red Carpet VIP Treatment 

Insurance Discussion (Sub-folder) 

Insurance Discussion Process (Article) 
In this article we discuss how to handle insurance. You MUST separate the “Bad news” from the doctor.  
This gives you the details you need to handle this tricky part of our practice. 

Patients with Bad Insurance (Article) 
This article discusses how to deal with patients with bad insurance 

Reactivated Patient Forms (Sub-folder) 

 Reactivation Form 
Form to have patient fill out if they have not been in to the office in quite some time.    

UPDATED Case History Form 
Form to update patient’s case history (more detailed than reactivated patient form). 

Review History and History Forms (Sub-folder) 

Child Form (1-13 yrs) form 
The history form to use with children 1-13 yrs 



Child Form (1 – 12 mo) form 
The history form to use with children 1-12 mo 

Reviewing Patient History form 
History form to have patient fill out as a new patient. 

Reviewing Patient History Powerpoint 

Reviewing Patient History mp3 (Audio File) 
Ripped audio from the module that shows you how to get the most out of this history form and the 
Socratic questions you may want to use to quickly bet to the bulls-eye of what is important to YOU and 
to THEM 

Reviewing Patient History Forms (Transcript) 
Transcript of the ripped audio from the module that shows you how to get the most out of this history 
form and the Socratic questions you may want to use to quickly bet to the bulls-eye of what is important 
to YOU and to THEM 

Resources: Doctor’s Consultation Bootcamp (Zip Folder Contents) 

Boot camp Audio 
This is a recording of Dr. Rosen covering this material while speaking in Australia.  
Depending on your learning style you may enjoy this bonus material. 

Resources: Doctor’s Consultation Dive Deep (Zip Folder Contents) 

Red Carpet Treatment (Article) 
This article gives some great ideas about HOW and WHY to give our patients the RED CARPET treatment! 

Reptilian Brain Doctor’s Consultation Dive Deeper section mp3 (Audio File) 
This Dive Deeper section dives deep into this communication module from a Reptilian Brains 
Perspective. It is CRITICAL that you have already listened to “LAASR Orientation Dive Deep Reptilian 
Brain” section BEFORE LISTENING to this module. 

Reptilian Brain Doctor’s Consultation Dive Deeper section mp3 (Transcript) 
 

Resources: Examples of Handouts to use with Patients (Zip Folder Contents) 
These are examples of handouts you may want to use for your patients. 

Resources: Doctor’s Consultation LAASR Product (Zip Folder Contents) 

Visit One Audio Powerpoint (Personalized by DC) 
This is the visit 1 patient education presentation that you will record and have your patient watch before 
their visit 1 consultation examination.  
Again you will see we have it in the consultation module as well as here.  
We just want to make sure you get this recorded and USE IT!  
(You will see the visit 2 patient education presentation is in the ROF 1 module.) 



Module 5 - Doctor’s Exam 

Description 
This 80-minute program teaches you how to "knock your patient's socks off" during the 3-5 
minute exam!  
By the time you're done, they will fully understand the "Whole Story!" 
Imagine asking your patient, "Just to make sure we are on the same page, what do you understand so 
far?"  
And they say: 
"Doc, clearly I have subluxations that could definitely be causing these headaches, but that also may be 
related to my digestive issues and PMS. If we don't take care of this, it will not be good. On the other 
hand, if we get this taken care of, not only do I have a better chance of feeling better, but most likely, I 
can prevent problems in the future, reverse the aging process and have a better life. Clearly I have a 
health problem not a back problem and I totally see how you can help!" 
Would that not totally rock your world? You bet it would! This section will absolutely show you how 
to accomplish all of this!! 
This program includes: 

 One 80-minute (approx) audio PowerPoint 

 Audio clips from PowerPoint lecture for your listening pleasure 

 "Doctor's Examination Training Checklist," completely scripted and chock full of notes 

 Two articles, "Chiropractic and the Lost Art parts 1 & 2.” 

Resources: Doctors Exam (Zip Folder Contents) 

Chiropractic and the Lost Art – Part 1 (Article) 

Chiropractic and the Lost Art – Part 2 (Article) 
These articles go into great detail about TTAT (Touch Tell Ask and Teach). 

Doctor’s Exam Training Checklist form 
This is the Training Checklist form to study from to master the examination. 

Doctor’s Examination (Audio File) 
This is the ripped mp3 from this module 

Doctor’s Examination Training Module (Transcript) 
This module gives you everything you need to do a killer examination. 

Resources: Doctors Exam Bootcamp (Zip Folder Contents) 

Doctor Examination mp3 
This is a recording of Dr. Rosen covering this material while speaking in Australia.  
Depending on your learning style you may enjoy this bonus material. 



Resources: Doctors Exam Dive Deep (Zip Folder Contents) 

Dive Deep into TTAT (Folder) 

Dive Deep into TTAT – Explanatory Notes (Read First) 

Dive Deep into TTAT (Transcript) 

Dive Deep into TTAT (Audio File) 
This program dives EXTREMELY deep into TTAT (Touch, Tell, Ask and Teach) and gives you EVERYTHING 
you need to master this incredibly powerful skill! 
Neurology and Research for TTAT 
This file has a ton of great information on the neurology behind the TTAT process 

Whole Story (Folder) 

Bonus Whole Story Document 

Details of the Whole Story (Transcript) 

Details of the Whole Story (Audio File) 
This program dives EXTREMELY deep into the Whole Story and gives you EVERYTHING you need to 
master this incredibly powerful skill!  
Get your patients to say the Whole Story out loud and your entire practice will change! 
 

Reptilian Brain Doctor’s Exam Dive Deeper section mp3 (Audio File) 
This Dive Deeper section dives deep into this communication module from a Reptilian Brains 
Perspective. It is CRITICAL that you have already listened to “LAASR Orientation Dive Deep Reptilian 
Brain” section BEFORE LISTENING to this module. 

Reptilian Brain Doctor’s Exam Dive Deeper section mp3 (Transcript) 
 

Resources: Doctors Exam Bonus (Zip Folder Contents) 

Articles (Folder) 

Chiropractic and the Lost Art – Part 1 (Article) 

Chiropractic and the Lost Art – Part 2 (Article) 
These articles go into great detail about TTAT (Touch Tell Ask and Teach). 

Consultation, Examination and ROF (Article) 
This article gives a great overview of what visit 1 and visit 2 really should be all about and what we really 
want to accomplish during those visits. 



Going Waitlist (Folder) 
This program gives you everything you need to know to understand how to get your patients to your 
talk BEFORE visit 1.  
We give you a letter to give to your patients, scripting for your team and a “Transition” version where 
you get acute patients in right now and the rest come to your talk.  
We also show you how to get ALL of your patients to get to the talk first.  
NO, you do NOT have to be waitlisted to ACT like you are!  
Get your patients to your talk BEFORE they come to visit 1 and your life will get much easier! 

Going Waitlist (Audio File) 
This is the mp3 of the going waitlist module. 

Going Waitlist Letter 
Letter to use with patients letting them know the practice is now “closed” and they only way in as a new 
patient is if they are referred by them and come to health care class. 

Going Waitlist Scripts 
Scripts for you and your team to help people get to the health care talk before visit 1. Transition phase 
and complete wait list. 

Going Waitlist (Transcript) 
Transcript of the mp3 

Angie refers to these two articles (Sub-folder) 

Formula to Sustain Growth (Article) 
This article helps you know exactly how to SUSTAIN growth vs. hitting the roller coaster. 

Create the Perfect Life Program (Folder): 

Create the Perfect Life (Article) 
In this article we help you figure out how to create YOUR perfect life! If you cannot see in writing on a 
calendar when you will get everything done the odds are you will not get it all done! We need rituals, we 
need time for sleep, time to be with our patients, work ON the business, date nights etc. This is an 
incredibly powerful program. Just do it! 

Handouts 
These handouts are meant to stimulate thought. Some will apply to you and your situation and some 
will not. 

An Exercise in Balance 
This simple exercise helps you see where you spend your time and energy and if it is balanced 
appropriately. 

Clean Sweep Program 
The clean sweep program consists of 100 items which, when complete, give you the vitality and strength 
you want in your life. This program can be completed in less than a year. It is an all inclusive, blow your 
mind, serious program and well worth the effort! 



Describe Your Perfect Day 
If time, family obligations, career, money, bad habits, or health problems were not an issue, what would 
your perfect day look like? This exercise will start you thinking about what your needs and values are 
etc. 

Personal Foundational Program 
The personal foundation program is a self-paced personal development program for the individual who 
wants more—much more—in life and understands the value of investing in one’s self by strengthening 
what we all one’s Personal Foundation. 

Resources: Doctors Exam LAASR (Zip Folder Contents) 

TTAT mobile phone vs... reason (Word Doc) 

Scan Brochure and Poster (Folder) 
This folder contains a custom-designed sEMG and Thermograph brochure and poster in both UK and US 
versions.  
If you do not want to have your CA use “Before and After” scans when he/she reviews scans they can 
use this poster or brochure. 



Brochure (Sub-folder) 

UK scan brochure 

Personalisation Instructions 

Scan – brochure FINAL UK 

Scan – UK Brochure bleeds 

Spec Sheet 

US scan brochure 

Personalisation Instructions 

Scan – brochure FINAL US 

Scan – US Brochure bleeds 

Spec Sheet 

Poster (Sub-folder) 

RR1205 UK Final 

20x16 

Scan 20x16 poster spec sheet 

Scan Poster (UK) 20x16 

Scan Poster (UK) 20x16 bleeds 

24x18 

Scan 24x18 poster spec sheet 

Scan Poster (UK) 24x18 

Scan Poster (UK) 24x18 bleeds 

36x24 

Scan 36x24 poster spec sheet 

Scan Poster (UK) 36x24 

Scan Poster (UK) 36x24 bleeds 

RR1205 US Final 

Scan 20x16 poster spec sheet 



Scan Poster (US) 20x16 

Scan Poster (US) 20x16 bleeds 

24x18 

Scan 24x18 poster spec sheet 

Scan Poster (US) 24x18 

Scan Poster (US) 24x18 bleeds 

36x24 

Scan 36x24 poster spec sheet 

Scan Poster (US) 36x24 

Scan Poster (US) 36x24 bleeds 

TTAT (Folder) 

Getting Referrals with TTAT Charts (Article) 
This article gives you a step by step approach to getting referrals using your TTAT chart. 

TTAT mobile phone vs…. reason (Word doc) 

Bonus Brochure (Sub-folder) 

TTAT Brochure 

TTAT Brochure A4 format 

TTAT Mobile Phone vs. Cell Phone (Sub-folder) 

TTAT mobile phone vs... reason (Word Doc) 
These TTAT charts say “Mobile phone” vs. “Cell phone” for UK and Australian clients. 



TTAT 16x20 

TTAT 18x24 

TTAT 24x36 

TTAT 36x24 

TTAT A4 Office Logo Editable 

Getting Referrals with TTAT Charts (Article) 

Bonus Brochure (Folder) 

TTAT A4 Brochure 

TTAT w.out pg1 or crop lines (Folder) 

TTAT 16x20 

TTAT 18x24 

TTAT 24x36 

TTAT 36x24 

TTAT Posters U.S (Sub-folder) 
These TTAT charts say “Cell phone” vs. “Mobile phone” for U.S clients. 

TTAT 16x20 

TTAT 18x24 

TTAT 24x36 

TTAT 36x24 

TTAT 8.5x11 Office Logo Editable 

TTAT w.out pg1 or crop lines (Folder) 

TTAT 16x20 

TTAT 18x24 

TTAT 24x36 

TTAT 36x24 

TTAT Baby – Child (Folder) 

TTAT Baby (Sub-folder) 
These are the TTAT charts for Baby both in UK and USA versions. 



Read Me First (Word doc) 

TTAT Printing Instructions (PDF) 

UK Baby (Folder) 

RR1201 UK Baby 36x24 

RR1201 UK Baby 16x20 

RR1201 UK Baby 18x24 

RR1201 UK Baby 24x36 

RR1201 UK Baby 8.5x11 (editable) 

USA Baby (Folder) 

RR1201 US Baby 36x24 

RR1201 US Baby 16x20 

RR1201 US Baby 18x24 

RR1201 US Baby 24x36 

RR1201 US Baby 8.5x11 (editable) 

TTAT Child (Sub-folder) 

Read Me First (Word doc) 

TTAT Printing Instructions (PDF) 

UK (Folder) 

RR1201 UK Kids 36x24 

RR1201 UK Child 16x20 

RR1201 UK Child 18x24 

RR1201 UK Child 24x36 

RR1201 UK Kid 8.5x11 (editable) 

USA (Folder) 
These are the TTAT charts for Child in both in UK and USA versions. 



RR1201 US Child 36x24 

RR1201 US Child 16x20 

RR1201 US Child 18x24 

RR1201 US Child 24x36 

RR1201 US Child 8.5x11 (editable) 

Module 6 - Report of Findings – Part 1 

Description 
In this 55-minute program, the CA or Doctor learns how to deliver the Pre-ROF presentation, 
including: 

 a discussion of all wellness goals, 

 how to clarify why the patient is "really" here, and 

 the way to review the objective tests. 
If the CA can do this portion, it not only saves the doctor valuable time, more importantly, it helps the 
patient to literally "sell" the doctor on the fact that they do have subluxations, they do have health 
problems and, finally, they have found the right place to get healthy! 
The doctor or CA can accomplish all this in 3-10 minutes, depending on the types of objective tests you 
run.  
ROF parts 1-3 are all done in one day. 
This program includes: 

 One 55-minute (approx) audio PowerPoint 

 Audio clips from PowerPoint lecture for your listening pleasure 

 "ROF 1" handout, fully scripted and full of notes 

 "ROF 1" handout for the patient to take home 

Resources: ROF 1 (Zip Folder Contents) 

CORE Score Scripting (Folder) 
This CORE Score Scripting is from CLA. If you use the CORE SCORE you will want to read this. 

ROF Part 1 in Real Time (Folder) 
This is an audio of Dr. Rosen doing ROF part 1 in real time with a patient. 

ROF Part 1 mp3 
This is the ripped audio of the ROF part 1 training module. 

ROF 1 Script (Word doc) 
This is the checklist/script that you will STUDY from when studying the ROF part 1 module. 

ROF Handout for Patient (Word doc) 
This is the document you use when you are LIVE with your patients during the report of findings. 

ROF Part 1 (Transcript) 
This is the transcript of the ROF part 1 training module. 



Resources: ROF 1 Bootcamp (Zip Folder Contents) 

5 ROF (Audio File) 
This is a recording of Dr. Rosen covering this material while speaking in Australia. Depending on your 
learning style you may enjoy this bonus material. 

Resources: ROF 1 Dive Deep (Zip Folder Contents) 

Make the ROF a Dialogue (Transcript) 

Make the ROF a Dialogue (Audio File) 
In this 13 minute audio we dive deeper in to how to make the report of findings more of a dialogue than 
a lecture. 

Reptilian Brain ROF Part 1 Dive Deeper section mp3 (Audio File) 
This Dive Deeper section dives deep into this communication module from a Reptilian Brains 
Perspective. It is CRITICAL that you have already listened to “LAASR Orientation Dive Deep Reptilian 
Brain” section BEFORE LISTENING to this module. 

Reptilian Brain ROF Part 1 Dive Deeper section mp3 (Transcript) 
 

Resources: ROF 1 LAASR Product (Zip Folder Contents) 

Visit 2 Patient Orientation (Folder) 

Directions Article (Folder) 

Iceberg Posters (Folder) 

RC Chart 1 Posters (Folder) 

RC Chart 2 Posters (Folder) 

Visit 2 Patient Orientation (Powerpoint) 

Visit 2 Patient Orientation Australia (Powerpoint) 

Visit 2 Patient Orientation Script 
This package includes everything you need to make your patient education presentation for your report 
of findings or visit 2. You will see all of the posters, handouts, PowerPoint etc. 

Module 7 – Report of Findings – Part 2 

Description 
In this 35-minute program, you learn to help the patient realize what it is they really want... 
which, in essence, is the "Whole Story." 
They realize they have a health problem, not a back problem, and that they want to get healthy and 
stay healthy.  



They also fully realize that you can help them do that. In a matter of moments, the doctor can help the 
patient clarify what they want. 
Then, in the next section, we show them how they can have it! 
If your CA does part 1 of the ROF, you can easily do this part in 3-5 minutes, depending on the types of 
objective tests you run.  
ROF parts 1-3 are all done in one day. 
This program includes: 

 One 35 minute (approx) audio PowerPoint 

 Audio clips from PowerPoint lecture for your listening pleasure 

 "ROF 2" handout, fully scripted and full of notes 

Resources: ROF 2 (Zip Folder Contents) 

ROF Part 2 in Real Time (Folder) 
This is an audio of Dr. Rosen doing ROF part 2 in real time with a patient. 

ROF Part 2 mp3 (Folder) 
This is the ripped audio of the ROF part 2 training module. 

ROF 2 Script (Word doc) 
This is the checklist/script that you will STUDY from when studying the ROF part 2 module. 

ROF Part 2 (Transcript) 
This is the transcript of the ROF part 2 training module. 

Resources: ROF 2 Dive Deep (Zip Folder Contents) 

I Don’t Know What to Put on the Tubes (Transcript) 

I Don’t Know What to Put on the Tubes37 (Audio File) 
This 7 minute audio helps you understand how to deal with patients that either don’t know how to fill 
out the Path to Optimal Health form OR just don’t agree or don’t get it. 

Reptilian Brain ROF Part 2 Dive Deeper section mp3 (Audio File) 
This Dive Deeper section dives deep into this communication module from a Reptilian Brains 
Perspective. It is CRITICAL that you have already listened to “LAASR Orientation Dive Deep Reptilian 
Brain” section BEFORE LISTENING to this module. 

Reptilian Brain ROF Part 2 Dive Deeper section mp3 (Transcript) 
 

Module 8 – Report of Findings – Part 3 

Description 
In this 80-minute program, I walk you through the most impressive ways to make your 
recommendations to your patients.  
By now the patient fully realizes they want to get healthy and stay healthy. 
Now all you have to do is show them how they can finance it. The doctor or the CA can conduct this 
portion. 



When performed in the manner shown, the large majority of your patients easily accept your highest 
recommendations (i.e., your year plan or whatever you recommend).  
Far fewer will choose your lesser recommendations (i.e., 24 visits), and only a fraction will choose less 
than that! 

 You will not believe how many people will choose optimal care. 

 Truly my doctors are always completely blown away by how easy this is!! 

 Help them realize what they want and show them how they can have it.  

 The reality is they want what you offer. They just did not know they could get it from you!! 
With this program, you will get almost all of your patients to refer their entire families to you for 
evaluation.  
They will schedule in advance, pay in advance, miss fewer appointments and come with their spouses to 
the health care talk.  
ROF parts 1-3 are all done in one day. 
This program includes: 

 One 80-minute (approx) audio PowerPoint 

 Audio clips from PowerPoint lecture for your listening pleasure 

 "How to get Family in at ROF" article 

 "Handoff from Doctor to CA" article 

 "Handoff from Doctor to CA" form 

Resources: ROF 3 (Zip Folder Contents) 

ROF Part 3 Doctor’s Recommendations Form 1 (Word doc) 
This form is to be used when viewing/listening to this module 

ROF Part 3 Doctor Recommendations Form 2 (PDF) 
This form is to be used when viewing/listening to this module. 

ROF Part 3 (Transcript) 
This is the transcript of this module 

Articles (Folder) 

Get Families in at ROF (Article) 
In this article we dive deeper into how to get people to WANT to bring their family in at the end of the 
ROF. 

Handoff from Doctor to CA (Article) 

Handoff from Doctor to CA Form 2 
We have seen this one concept double practices!  
We discuss exactly when and how to get your patients to sign up for the program of care, make the 
health care talks, get their families checked and pre pay and pre-schedule! 

How to Get People to Your Talks (Article) 
This article will show you and your team EXACTLY how to get patients to your talks! 

Examples of Care Plans (Folder) 
These are examples of different Care Plans 



Example of Care Plan 1 (Word doc) 

Example of Care Plan 2 (Excel) 

Family Plans Worksheet 

Example of Care Plans 3 (Sub-folder) 

24 Visit Health Plan 

72 Visit Optimal Health Plan  

ROF Part 3 Recommended Schedule 

ROF Part 3 in Real Time (Folder) 

ROF part 3 in real time (Audio File) 

ROF Part 3 in Real Time (Transcript) 
This is an audio of Dr. Rosen doing ROF part 2 in real time with a patient. 

ROF Part 3 mp3 (Folder) 
This is the ripped audio of the ROF part 2 training module. 

Resources: ROF 3 Dive Deep (Zip Folder Contents) 

How to Figure Recommendations (Audio File) 

How to Figure Recommendations (Transcript) 
This audio dives deep into how do we figure our recommendations?  
What makes sense? What our guru told us? 3:2:1?  
First we need to get clear about what you are trying to accomplish.  
Then we need to come up with a congruent strategy to get us there!  
This 9 minute audio will ask you the question you need so you can customize a program of care that 
works for YOU! 

I Can’t Afford Care (Audio File) 

I Can’t Afford Care (Transcript) 
In this 29 minute audio we dive deep into how to address patients who say, “I can’t afford your care.” 
We deal with what you could have done beforehand so you never heard this statement as well as what 
to do when you hear it. 

Legality of discounts (Article) 
This document addresses the legality of discounts and the Chiro Health USA program. 

Murky Waters(Transcript) 

Murky Waters (Audio File) 
In this 13 minute audio we address how to deal with patients who put things that you don’t agree with 
on the Path to Optimal Health chart.   



They may think they are healthier than you think they are. They might put that it will take shorter to get 
healthy than you think. They might not put that they want to get towards optimal health.  
There are VERY SPECIFIC Socratic ways to help THEM REALIZE the answers vs. you TELLING THEM! 

Who Will Thrive During These Economic Times (Transcript) 

Who Will Thrive During These Economic Times (Audio File) 
Is there really a financial crisis?  
Will chiropractors go under?  
What can I do to bullet proof myself so I can thrive during these times? 

Let’s Talk Money (Folder) 
In this audio, transcript and questionnaire we answer the 16 most important questions about MONEY!  
So many of us have huge ISSUES in our TISSUES around money. 
Don’t miss this one! 

Reptilian Brain ROF Part 3 Dive Deeper section mp3 (Audio File) 
This Dive Deeper section dives deep into this communication module from a Reptilian Brains 
Perspective. It is CRITICAL that you have already listened to “LAASR Orientation Dive Deep Reptilian 
Brain” section BEFORE LISTENING to this module. 

Reptilian Brain ROF Part 3 Dive Deeper section mp3 (Transcript) 
 

Resources: ROF 3 Bonus (Zip Folder Contents) 

Is Money the Issue (Audio File) 
In this 7 minute audio we address the concept is money REALLY the issue or is it VALUE or can it be 
both?  

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Capra (Audio File) 
If you are going to play the insurance game you need to play to win. If you want to get paid for your 
services and protect yourself from audits you must hear this interview!  
Dr. Brian Capra has a billing/collections, software and hardware system that you absolutely need to 
know about. Do not miss this interview! 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Dinnerman (Audio File) 
Listen to this 25 minute interview with Dr. Jodi Dinnerman and find out how she cut her insurance in 
half, got all of her patients on payment plans, increased her cash fees and now gets nearly 100% of her 
clients to sign up for year plans!  
She can do it and you can too! 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Olsson (Audio File) 
How did Dr. Olsson go from a 37% sign up rate to a 10% sign up rate to a 85% sign up rate in the worst 
recession his town in England has ever had?  
And how did he get the majority of his new patients not only to sign up for care but for the largest plans 
he recommends to them?  
Listen to this 17 minute interview and learn how you too can increase your sign up rate even in the 
worst of economic times!  



Article (Folder)  

Box on the Wall (Article) 
In this article we address the value and consciousness around putting a box on the wall and letting 
people pay whatever they want. (Here is a hint… I am NOT a fan!) 

I Love Your Work (Article) 
In this article we address If you’re hearing “I love your work, I just can’t afford it,” a lot from your 
patients, it’s time to take a look in the mirror. 

Missed Appointments (Folder) 

Missed Appointments (Audio File) 
In this 15 minute audio we will show you EXACTLY how to dramatically decrease your missed 
appointments. From a 10,000 foot (3000 meter) View all the way down to the ground and step by step 
exactly what to do. 

Handoff from Doctor to CA (Article and Handout) 
We have seen this one concept double practices! We discuss exactly when and how to get your patients 
to sign up for the program of care, make the health care talks, get their families checked and pre pay 
and preschedule! 

Module 9 – Daily Interactions 

Description 
This 90 minute program teaches you how to communicate with your patients during their 
regular visits with you and how you can really deliver the goods! 
If you spend at least 30 seconds with your patients during a regular visit, then you can move your 
patients from where they are when they first arrive in-1 to in-8 (innate) over a lifetime! 
We deal with every aspect of daily interactions. We clarify the two categories of patients - those who 
are "O.K.," and those who are not.  
Not knowing the difference between these two can cost you your relationship with them and critically 
affect your retention rates! 
We discuss the critical conversations (i.e., the first time they feel good or what if they are not feeling 
better?).  
We also talk about the importance of the visits leading up to re-exams. As a result, your patients take on 
more and more of the responsibility for their health and have a greater appreciation for you, "the 
doctor", and your expertise! 
Once you have mastered visits 1 and 2, you must be able to deliver the goods and deliver a mind 
adjustment as well as a spine adjustment! 
This program includes: 

 One 90-minute (approx) audio PowerPoint 

 Audio clips from PowerPoint lecture for your listening pleasure 

 "Chiropractic and the Lost Art Parts 1 & 2" articles 

 "Re-evaluation Outcome Assessment Questionnaire" for the patient to complete 

 "Daily Interactions" Outline Notes Section 



Resources: Daily Interactions (Zip Folder Contents) 

Daily Interaction (Transcript) 
This is the transcript for this module. 

Daily Interactions (Folder) 
This is the ripped audio for this module. 

Daily Interactions Training Module Outline Notes (Word doc) 
This is the workbook for this module. 

Outcome Assessment Questionnaires (Folder) 

Resources: Daily Interactions Bootcamps (Zip Folder Contents) 

6 Daily Interactions (Audio File) 
This is a recording of Dr. Rosen covering this material while speaking in Australia. Depending on your 
learning style you may enjoy this bonus material. 

Resources: Daily Interactions Dive Deeper (Zip Folder Contents) 

Template Daily Interactions (Transcript) 

Template Daily Interactions29 (Audio File) 
This takes what you learned in the Daily Interactions module and shows you in real time how to QUICKLY 
and EFFECTIVELY communicate with your patients with these 4 steps.  
This is a CRITICAL one to listen to!! 

Why do You Think That Is (Transcript) 

Why do You Think That Is (Audio File) 
In this 9 minute audio we dive deep into the nuances of how to utilize the question, “Why do you think 
that is?”  
Truly one of the most important questions you could ever ask a patient. 

You Are Not Holding Your Adjustment (Transcript) 

You’re Not Holding Your Adjustment (Audio File) 
You are not holding your adjustment… is that true?  
In this 15 minute audio we dive deep into that question. Is it true that they are not holding their 
adjustment? What if they are? What if they are doing great and are just ready for more input?  
Classically most doctors have not given this concept enough thought and they find themselves in the 
patient scare model saying things like, “I know you are feeling great, but you are not holding your 
adjustment right here…”  
When you examine this part of your communications and clean it up you will find people will stay longer 
and refer more often! 



Dive Deep into Daily Interaction Flow (Folder) 

Dive Deep into Daily Interactions flow (Audio File) 

Dive Deep into Daily Interactions flow (Transcript) 

Dive Deep into Daily Interactions Flow (Workbook) 
How do I move people through after they totally get it? 
It can be VERY fast once they totally GET IT. YOU need to decide how much time you want to spend with 
your patients who totally GET IT!  
Some docs like to spend 45 seconds. Some like to spend a half hour.  
Obviously so much of this is technique dependant.  

How to Deal with Patients who Complain (Folder) 

How to Deal with Patients who Complain (Link to TED talk) 
Check out this wonderful TED talk. It is foundational to this program. 

How to Deal with Pts Who Complain (Transcript) 

How to Deal with Pts who Complain (Audio File) 
This short 5 minute audio clearly helps us understand how to once and for all deal with chronic 
complainers! 

I want to decrease my care 

I want to decrease my care (Audio File) 
What do you do when your patient says, “Can I go down from once a week to once a month?” or 

“I am feeling so great I think I will stop care for now”? Chiropractors get asked this question all 

the time and how you answer this question will have a huge impact on your practice. If you hear 

yourself saying simply, “Yes” or “No” you may be blowing it!  There truly is a simple fix! 

Listen to this 13 minute Brain Dump  and I’ll show you the exact steps to have your patients 

happily stick with their care plan! 

Reptilian Brain Daily Interactions Dive Deeper section mp3 (Audio File) 
This Dive Deeper section dives deep into this communication module from a Reptilian Brains 
Perspective. It is CRITICAL that you have already listened to “LAASR Orientation Dive Deep Reptilian 
Brain” section BEFORE LISTENING to this module. 

Reptilian Brain Daily Interactions Dive Deeper section mp3 (Transcript) 
 

 
 

Resources: Daily Interactions Bonus (Zip Folder Contents) 

Change or Die (Audio File) 
In this 12 minute audio we discuss the book Change or Die and its specific applications to YOUR practice.  
How can we get people to make lasting change?  
Here is a hint. Research is extremely clear that Fear, Facts and Force (Patient Scare) is NOT the answer! 



Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Weigand (Audio File) 
In this 35 minute fascinating interview Dr. Weigand discusses the nuances of really learning how to read 
the body.  
Learn how to figure out where to adjust, at what time and with what force application.  
Fascinating stuff! 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Allen (Audio File) 
Listen to this one hour interview with Dr. Matt Allen as we discuss the classic headspace and procedural  
issues he worked with to successfully go from serving 8 people per hour to over 20 people per hour, 
raise his prices in the process, get BETTER results and have HAPPIER patients! 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Russell (Audio File) 
Imagine increasing your vision to affecting the lives of millions vs. thousands.  
This is what led Dr. David Russell to becoming the Clinic Director at NZCC as well as creating killer up to 
date posters, handouts etc.  
If you want to be inspired and get a great offer to get some of the most congruent and visually beautiful 
posters do not miss this 36 minute interview. 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Justice (Audio File) 
Would you like a patient education system that supports our vision, works like a charm and costs 
pennies per day? 
Then please listen to this 30 minute interview with Dr. Rob Justice.  
They have taken three amazing strategies and incorporated them into one killer website.  
Ever wish you could find research articles to support your cause. Well you can here, and a whole lot 
more! 

Should My Friend Use Ice or Heat (Audio File) 
How do we deal with patients when they ask questions like, “Should my friend use ice or heat?”  
This short 7 minute audio helps you use appropriate Socratic questions to find an appropriate answer. 

RC Interviews Chad Bennis (Folder) 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Bennis (Audio File) 

Handouts and Contact info (Subfolder) 
How did Dr. Chad Bennis literally double his practice in two months?  
This guy is on fire and you want some of what he has… really! Listen to this hour interview with one of 
the up and coming greats in our profession.  
Dr. Chad also generously gave us his 5 handouts he has come up with for the first 5 visits with his 
patients. Do not miss this interview! 

Module 10 – Re-Eval Re-Report 

Description 
I find that one of the greatest weak links in Doctors procedures is the re-exam re-report.  
There are many reasons which I won’t go into right now but as always if we are really going to correct 
the problem we need to look at headspace and procedure, not just give you some procedure or script 
and say, “have at it!” 



One of the big issues doctors run into is that we are afraid the patient won’t want to continue care or 
they will reject our recommendations, in other words reject us. Therefore it is imperative that we do not 
set ourselves up to be rejected. And we are very clear with our patients what our recommendations are 
and why we are making such recommendations. And then as always, in the patient care model, we offer 
choice. 
It is Crucial that we get clear, “This is where you are, this is where you want to get to this is what it will 
take to get there… do you want to get there? Then this is what it will take.” If they want to get to a 
certain level of health but don’t want to do what it takes to get there it just doesn’t work. It is similar to 
a woman telling her doctor, “I want a baby but I only want to carry it 5 months…” it doesn’t work that 
way. 
For us to really deal with the Re-exam and Re-report issue we must start from the beginning. 
This program includes: 

 One hour and 18 minutes audio PowerPoint 

 Audio Clips from PowerPoint lecture for your listening pleasure 

 Bonus and Dive Deeper sections 

Resources: Re-Eval Re-Report (Zip Folder Contents) 

Re-Eval & Re-Reports (Transcript) 
This is the transcript of this module. 

Re-Eval Re-Report Checklist 
This is the workbook for this module. 

Re-Eval Re-Report Notes 
This is the workbook for this module. 

Re-Eval Re-Report mp3 (Folder) 

Re-eval Re report (Audio File) 
This is the ripped audio for this module. 

Re-Eval Outcome Assessment Questionnaires (Folder) 
This file includes all of our outcome assessment questionnaires for Babies, Children and Adults.   

Re-eval OAQ Form  

Re-eval OAQ Form babies (0-12 months) 

Re-eval OAQ Form kids (1-13 yrs) 

Script for CA 
This is the scripting for our CA’s as to what to say to patients when giving them the outcome assessment 
questionnaire to fill out. 

Resources: Re-Eval Re-Report Bootcamp (Zip Folder Contents) 

Re-Eval Re-Report (Audio File) 
This is a recording of Dr. Rosen covering this material while speaking in Australia.  
Depending on your learning style you may enjoy this bonus material. 



Resources: Re-Eval Re-Report Dive Deeper (Zip Folder Contents) 

I want to decrease my care (Audio File) 
What do you do when your patient says, “Can I go down from once a week to once a month?” or 

“I am feeling so great I think I will stop care for now”? Chiropractors get asked this question all 

the time and how you answer this question will have a huge impact on your practice. If you hear 

yourself saying simply, “Yes” or “No” you may be blowing it!  There truly is a simple fix! 

Listen to this 13 minute Brain Dump  and I’ll show you the exact steps to have your patients 

happily stick with their care plan! 

 

Mount Everest 1 (Transcript) 

Mount Everest 1 (Audio File) 
In this 10 minute audio we dive deep into the issue of what to do when your patients are 3-4 months 
into care, have been feeling great for a long time and start missing appointments.  
Don’t miss this detailed review of how to prevent this from happening and what to do if it is beginning 
to happen using a Patient Care model vs. a Patient Scare model. 

Mount Everest 2 (Transcript) 

Mount Everest 2 (Audio File) 
In this 12 minute audio we dive deeper into the issue of what to do when your patients are 3-4 months 
into care and have been feeling great for a long time.   
In Mount Everest 1 we discussed the challenges we run into with these people.  
In this audio we dive deep into helping people move from just “maintaining their correction” to 
empowering them to greater awareness and a better life! 
Most of us have been taught to take people from -10 to 0.  
In this section we help you understand the concept of taking people from 0 to +10 and beyond! 

Now What (Transcript) 

Now What (Audio File) 
Now What?  
Now that your new patients totally "get it" what do I do with the rest of my practice that doesn't have a 
clue? 
In this 4 minute recording we clarify exactly how to get the rest of your practice on board. 

Re-Report Outcome Assessment Questionnaire (Audio File) 

Re-Report Outcome Assessment Questionnaire (Transcript) 
In this 8 minute section we discuss some nuances in mastering the use of the Re-report Outcome 
Assessment Questionnaire.  
Not only does this tool give you valuable feedback as to what subjective changes your patients are 
experiencing but it also helps you understand missing pieces of the puzzle during your daily interactions. 



Referral Business Card (Folder) 

Referral Business Card (Word doc) 
This is a great idea for a Referral Business Card you can use to get referrals at the end of the Re Report 
or anytime! 

Reptilian Brain Re-Eval Re-Report Dive Deeper section mp3 (Audio File) 
This Dive Deeper section dives deep into this communication module from a Reptilian Brains 
Perspective. It is CRITICAL that you have already listened to “LAASR Orientation Dive Deep Reptilian 
Brain” section BEFORE LISTENING to this module. 

Reptilian Brain Re-eval Re-report Dive Deeper section mp3 (Transcript) 
 

Resources: Re-Eval Re-Report Bonus (Zip Folder Contents) 

Dr. Meyer Interviews Dr. Robinson mp3 
Listen to this 33 minute interview where Dr. Angie Meyer interviews Dr. Amy Robinson and find out how 
Dr. Robinson got over 23 patients to come back into her practice in ONE WEEK without sending an 
email, letter, phone call etc.  
Amy started a movement and many other doctors have done the EXACT same thing! And you can too!! 

Module 11 – LAASR Difficult Questions 

Description 
This 40 minute program teaches you correct and effective methods to use when dealing with 
difficult questions, statements and/or patients. 
Did you ever realize how you and your staff simply BLOW IT sometimes with patients? 
This program gives you a fail-proof process so you will never blow it again! If you are an "Amiable," you 
most likely join the "O.K. Corral" and just say, "O.K." to your patients. 
If you are an "Assertive," you most likely render yourself "offensive," although you are probably the only 
one who does not know it! 
Learn this simple process and you can connect with your patients, help them find their truth and 
communicate the "Truth and Consequences" of their choices in such a way that they can actually hear 
you! 
This program is really worth reviewing regularly with your team. 
This program includes: 

 One 40 minute (approx) audio PowerPoint 

 Audio clips from PowerPoint lecture for your listening pleasure 

 "LAASR Difficult Questions" bonus document takes you through 32 of the most common difficult 
questions and statements, shows you the most classic blunders, and demonstrates how you can 
use the LAASR approach to address them. 

 "Assertives vs. Non-Assertives" article - Clarifies the difference between the two and helps you 
quit bungling the classic blunders! 

Resources: LAASR Difficult Questions (Zip Folder Contents) 

LAASR Dealing with Difficult Questions (Transcript) 
This is the transcript of this module. 



LAASR Difficult Questions (Workbook) 
This is the workbook for this module. 

LAASR Difficult Questions mp3 (Folder) 

LAASR Difficult Questions (Audio File) 
This is the ripped mp3 of this module. 

Bonus (Folder) 

Assertives vs. Non-Assertives (Article) 
This article helps you understand the behavioral style of Assertives vs. Non-Assertives and how that 
applies to your communication strategies and skills. 

 

System 4 New Patients  

Module 1- Wellness Marketing 

Description 
Is "Marketing" and "Wellness Marketing" the same thing? 
Not really!  
Unfortunately we chiropractors have shot ourselves in the foot!! 
We have done a great job over the past 100+ years in getting people to know the word "Chiropractic". 
But when it comes to understanding what we really do we have failed miserably.  
If you just market "Chiropractic" the average person will think headaches, neck and back pain.  
You need a SYSTEM for Wellness Marketing and this is it! 
In this system we address: 

 Exactly how to create you 13 month perpetual marketing calendar.  
We take it out of the emotional realm of "guessing" what will work and "reactive bait and switch" pain 
based marketing and we turn it into a "turn-key, pro-active, scientific" Wellness Marketing approach! 
We literally turn this into a mathematical equation where you can turn the Quality New Patient Spigot 
on and off at will! 

 We clarify this system to sustain practice growth in great detail.  
We give you all the forms you need to clarify which events to do when and how to monitor whether 
they were successful or not.  
We review how to launch events, how to make them fun as well as full implementation guidelines. 



 We discuss over 40 different types of Internal and External marketing events and programs 
including a reactivation system. 

This program does not include things such as Health Care talks but it does give you when to do them, 
where to do them, how to set them up and where to find quality talks. 
Bang for the buck we are sure you will agree there is no better Foundational Wellness Marketing 
Program out there for anywhere near this price! 
Program includes: 

 Training Module audio PowerPoint:  
This audio PowerPoint literally guides you through this program.  
All you do is hit "View Show," and I walk (and talk!) you through everything you need to know, it is like 
sitting at a seminar but from the comfort of your own home. 

 Audio clips from the audio PowerPoint:  
You can burn these to a CD, or download them to your MP3 player, and take me along on all your road 
trips or when commuting to and from your office! 

 Over 40 different marketing ideas:  
We discuss over 40 different types of Internal and External marketing events and programs including a 
reactivation system.  
We give you all the forms you need to set up and monitor your progress. These forms are in "word" and 
".pdf" formats. 

 SPECIAL BONUS:  
Special offers for products i.e. half off specials for internal and outside talk series, and special offers on 
newsletters and websites as well as a few surprise interviews from Dr. Rosen interviews the greats 
section! 

Resources: Wellness Marketing (Zip Folder Contents) 

Wellness Marketing (Transcript) 
This is the transcript of the Wellness Marketing module. 

Wellness Marketing workbook 
This is the workbook for the Wellness Marketing module. 

External Programs (Folder) 

BNI Type Groups (Sub-folder) 

BNI Lead Generation Groups 2 (Audio File) 

Please Read Addendum to BNI (Word doc) 
If you are in BNI or a lead generation group you don’t want to miss this audio!  
I have seen doctors literally increase their referrals by 5 times! No kidding, 5 times!!  
The classic blunder is doctors think they need to “educate” people about chiropractic so they will refer. 
Nothing could be farther from the truth! This one will pay for itself thousands of times over. 

Cross Pollination (Sub-folder) 

Cross Pollination (Article) 
Create relationships with other professionals and cross pollinate your practice with theirs!  



Doctored the Movie (Sub-folder) 
The movie “Doctored” is a very powerful movie to help your patients and potential patients understand 
what has happened in the “Health Care” system and why Chiropractic is such an important part of their 
health care choices.  
This module gives you everything you need (other than the actual movie) to host a “movie night” and 
get tons of new patients while educating your patients and community. 

Please Read First (Word doc) 

How to Promote the Movie (Folder) 

Dr. Ebels Kit 

Dr. Rosen’s Step by Step Guide 

Interview of Doctored (Folder)  

RC interviews Doctored (Audio File) 
This is a great interview with the production team behind Doctored. 

Order Form (Folder) 

DVD Order Form 

Promotional Materials (Folder) 
This contains a folder of example materials as produced by Dr. Ammitai for the promotion of Doctored. 

Doctored Press Release 

Doctored Poster 

Doctored Flyer 

Doctored Ad 

Doctored Tickets 

Doctored Version 

PLEASE READ ME FIRST 

Radio Spot (Folder) 

Fortunate 500 (Sub-folder) 

Fortunate 500 (Article) 
Opening a new practice? Have time between patients? 
Who will be the “Fortunate 500” people you will meet and what will you do when you meet them? 



Get MDs to Refer to You (Sub-folder) 

Gary Blackburn (Audio File) 

Prescription Pad (PDF) 

Read First Get M.D.s to Refer to You (Word doc) 
Would you like to have M.D.'s referring patients to you? Then you want to listen to what Dr. Blackburn 
has to say. 
Dr. Blackburn has over 20 medical doctors referring patients to him day in and day out and you can too!  
Listen to this 32 minute interview and you will see how easy it is to build relationships with the doctors 
in your area!! 

Groupon-Living Social etc (Sub-folder) 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Luke (Audio File) 
In this module I interview Dr. Luke and discuss EXACTLY how he made “Groupon” work for him. If you 
are considering doing some time of Groupon or Living Social program you will want to check this out 
first! 

Groupon-Living Social (Word doc – addendum notes to audio) 

Sample Ads (Folder) 

Hair Dressers (Sub-folder) 

Flyer for Hairdressers 

Hair Dressers (Article) 
This program shows you how to build relationships with hair dressers and get lots of new patients.  

Health Screenings (Sub-folder) 
This just reminds you that Health Screenings are GREAT External marketing ideas.  
The entire screening module (Module 2) is in System 4 New Patients. 

I Want to be Your Chiropractor (Sub-folder) 

I Want to be Your Chiropractor! (Word doc) 
Opening a new practice? Have time between patients?  
This very short and extremely powerful concept will help you get out of your office, meet people on the 
street and get them IN TO YOUR OFFICE!  
This is one of my FAVORITES! 

Killer Ads (Sub-folder) 
Killer Ads 
Killer ads are a great print ad program that can really drive in a lot of new patients in some areas. 
Please look under “Print Ads” to find our Killer Ads! 



Massage (Sub-folder) 

Massage (Article) 
There are many ways to drive people to your chiropractic practice by initially bringing them in for 
massage first.  
This article shows you exactly how. 

Outside Talks (Sub-folder) 

Outside Talk Flyer 
This is a flyer to help you set up outside talks from inside your practice. 

Outside Talks Lunch and Learn 
This detailed article shows you everything you need to know to set up outside lunch and learn talks. 

The Ultimate Patient Empowerment Series (PDF) 
This shows you the Ultimate Patient Empowerment Series of Talks from the Dr Camelli interview. 

Rosen Interview Camelli2 (Folder) 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Camelli (Audio File) 
This interview with Dr. Camelli discusses his Patient Empowerment Series.  
It is unbelievably inexpensive and comes with everything you need to do over 13 KILLER talks per year.  
You will see we have 3 of the talks, Mental/Emotional, Physical and Biochemincal/nutrition in System 4 
module 2 Talks section. I believe Dr. Camelli has 10 other subjects.  
As far as I am concerned there is no better way to build a strong thriving practice than doing series of 
talks.  
We STRONGLY recommend Dr. Camelli’s Patient Empowerment series of talks! 

Print Ads (Sub-folder) 

Dr. Becks Print Ad Programs (Folder) 

Ultimate Ads Club (PDF) 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Beck and Dr. Carol 
Dr. Beck has several different print ads you can purchase.  
You can read about it and listen to the interview. 

Killer Ads (Folder) 

A Doctor’s Confession sample (PDF) 

Killer Ads (Word doc) 
Killer ads are a great print ad program that can really drive in a lot of new patients in some areas. 

Radio (Sub-folder) 

Half hour to power 82114 Clark Radio (Audio File) 
Dr. Rosen interviews Dr. Trevor Clark about his radio program. 
Dr. Trevor Clark is getting a 4:1 return on his investment using radio. Want to know how?  



Listen to this very detailed interview of exactly how he is doing it. 

Surveys (Sub-folder) 

Surveys (Word doc – example) 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Ursprung (Folder) 

Rosen Interviews Ursprung83 (Audio File) 
Listen to this interview of how you can go outside of your office and do surveys to bring in new patients. 
It includes an example survey. 

Teacher Appreciation Day (Sub-folder) 

Teacher Appreciation Day (Word doc) 
This document shows you how to do a Teacher Appreciation Day. 

Yellow Pages (Sub-folder) 

Yellow Page ads (Article) 
Here we discuss Yellow page ads. 

Forms (Folder) 

Category 1,2,3 
This form helps you monitor the types of patients that come into your office; pain, organic dysfunction 
or health and wellness/lifestyle. If you are trying to move away from a pain practice towards health and 
wellness this form can help you objectify your results. 

Formula to Sustain Growth (Article) 
This article helps you know exactly how to SUSTAIN growth vs. hitting the roller coaster. 

Ideas to Fill Your Marketing Calendar 
This document helps you figure out which type of events you will put in YOUR marketing calendar. 

Monitor Marketing Events2 
This document helps you monitor the ROI (return on investment) of your marketing events and helps 
you decide whether or not to do them again. 

New Patient Tracking Sheet 
This document helps you track new patients through the month. At the end of each month you put this 
total on the above New Patient Tracking Sheet Month Ends. 

New Patient Tracking Sheet Month Ends 
This document helps you track new patients throughout the year. 

New Patients and Marketing Calendar 
This article discusses the value and specifics of using a Perpetual Marketing Calendar. 



Unique Selling Proposition (Article) 
A USP or Unique Selling Proposition is that distinct, appealing idea that sets your business apart from 
everyone else in our profession.  
This article helps you figure out what YOUR USP is and how to leverage it. 

How to Write a Press Release (Folder) 

How to Write a Press Release 
This document helps you write a press release. 

Internal Programs (Folder) 

Internal – External Marketing Events 
THIS IS A VERY IMPORTANT DOCUMENT. It describes how to take any internal event and make it 
external too!  
PLEASE READ THIS DOCUMENT AND TAKE ACTION! 

Advanced Talks (Sub-folder) 

Advanced Talks (Article) 
This document talks about WHY we want to do advanced talks, WHAT they are and WHEN to do them.  

Patient Empowerment Series (Folder) 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Camelli (Audio File) 
This interview with Dr. Camelli discusses his Patient Empowerment Series.  
It is unbelievably inexpensive and comes with everything you need to do over 13 KILLER talks per year.  
You will see we have 3 of the talks, Mental/Emotional, Physical and Biochemincal/nutrition in System 4 
module 2 Talks section. 
 I believe Dr. Camelli has 10 other subjects. As far as I am concerned there is no better way to build a 
strong thriving practice than doing series of talks.  
We STRONGLY recommend Dr. Camelli’s Patient Empowerment series of talks! 

The Ultimate Patient Empowerment Series (Folder) 
This shows you the Ultimate Patient Empowerment Series of Talks from the above interview. 

Ask for Referrals (Sub-folder) 

Ask for Referrals (Article) 
This document talks about some of the headspace issues around asking for referrals.  
We do have an entire program on HOW to ask for referrals in system 4 module 4. 

Beautiful Flyers and Coupons (Sub-folder) 
These are some beautifully done flyers that some of our clients have used. 



Certificate 

Gift Certificates 

Kids Month 

Spinal Central Voucher 

Open Day 

Yoga Tree 

Bring a Friend Day (Sub-folder) 

Bring a Friend Day  
This document describes how to do Bring a Friend Day. 

Chiropractic Proclamation (Sub-folder) 

Chiropractic Proclamation  
An amazing doctor, Dr. Pilfalk in Sweden came up with this great idea to share with your patients.  
It is regarding the fact that the state of Oregon in the US proclaimed “Oregon Chiropractic Health and 
Wellness” month; and how to leverage that with YOUR patients.  
If he can do it in Sweden you can do it where you are! 

Family Referral Program (Sub-folder) 

Family Bono Promotion 

Family Referral Program 
Dr. McCurdy, an amazing Aussie in Spain put together this wonderful program to get more families 
under care. (This is in English and Spanish). 

Health Care Talk (Sub-folder) 

Health Care Talk 
This document just reminds you of the importance of doing regular health care talks. Our legendary 
health care talk that has kept  a lot of offices waitlisted for years is in system 4 module 2. 

Patient Empowerment Series (Folder) 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Camelli (Audio File) 
This interview with Dr. Camelli discusses his Patient Empowerment Series.  
It is unbelievably inexpensive and comes with everything you need to do over 13 KILLER talks per year.  
You will see we have 3 of the talks, Mental/Emotional, Physical and Biochemincal/nutrition in System 4 
module 2 Talks section.  
I believe Dr. Camelli has 10 other subjects. As far as I am concerned there is no better way to build a 
strong thriving practice than doing series of talks.  
We STRONGLY recommend Dr. Camelli’s Patient Empowerment series of talks! 

The Ultimate Patient Empowerment Series (Folder) 
This shows you the Ultimate Patient Empowerment Series of Talks from the above interview. 



Last Quarter Insurance (Sub-folder) 

Last Quarter Insurance  
If you do insurance you can recall all patients with unused insurance benefits and reactivate them. 

Lecture Ideas Stay Healthy During Holidays (Sub-folder) 

How To Stay Healthy During the Holidays Talk 
This document outlines a talk you could do to help people stay healthy during the holidays. 

Living room talks (Sub-folder) 

Living Room Talks  
The terrific Dr. Jodi Dinnerman put together a program to get her patients to bring friends and family to 
their living room and she would come and do talks.  
She has a phenomenal twist I have never heard before! 

Nerve Scan Cards (Sub-folder) 

Nerve Scan Cards 
One doctor I work with makes up a business sized card and prints out their patients before and after 
scans on one side and a “rap” on the other side.  
He then laminates the card and gives the card to his patient so they can better explain the results they 
are getting to their friends and family. 

New Year’s Insurance (Sub-folder) 

New Year Insurance 
If you do insurance you can remind people at the beginning of the year that their insurance will start 
over again. 

New Year’s Letter (Sub-folder) 

New Year’s Letter (& Intro doc from RC) 
This is a wonderful New Year’s letter one of our clients sent to her patients one year. 

Patient Education (Sub-folder) 

Educational Programs Handouts 
This  document talks about educational programs and handouts. 

Dr. Rosen IT Flyer 1  
Flyer about newsletter service. 

Dr. Rosen IT Flyer 2 
Flyer about educational materials for you and your office. 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Justice (Audio File) 
In this interview Dr. Justice talks about his educational program services. 



Raise Money for Clubs (Sub-folder) 

Raise Money for Clubs  
An idea to bring in new patients and raise money for clubs and organizations. 

Referral Business Card (Sub-folder) 

Referral Business Card 
This is a great idea for a Referral Business Card you can use to get referrals at the end of the Re Report 
or anytime! 

 

Satisfaction Surveys (Sub-folder) 

New Patient Survey 
A patient satisfaction survey to use after your new patients first experience in your office. 

Patient Re-Exam Survey 
A patient satisfaction survey to use after the re-examination process. 

Testimonial Wall (Sub-folder) 

Patient Testimonial Questionnaire 
This is an example of a template for patient testimonials. 

Testimonial Wall 
This describes how to use testimonial walls. I cannot recommend enough that you utilize this strategy if 
it is legal in your neck of the woods. 

Dr. Franklin AMAZING brochures (Folder) 
Dr. Franklins Amazing Brochures using patient testimonials. 

Dr. Franklins Testimonial Brochure (Word doc) 

Brochure (Folder) 

Jesse Booth Testimonial 

Testimonial BrochureRev 

Dr. Strauss AMAZING posters (Folder) 
Dr. Strauss’s Amazing Posters using patient testimonials. 



Dr. Strauss Testimonial Posters (Word doc) 

Examples of Posters (Folder) 

3x Poster Images 

Testimonial Week (Sub-folder) 

Patient Testimonial Questionnaire 
This is an example of a template for patient testimonials. 

Testimonial Week 
This EXTREMELY powerful program teaches you how to leverage your testimonials in a huge way. This is 
one of my favorites for so many reasons! 

Chiropractic Idol (Folder) 
A spin off on the American Idol, Australian Idol etc. franchise for testimonials. 

Chiro Idol ref cards 1 (PDF) 

3x Example Images 

Dr. Franklin AMAZING brochures (Folder) 
Dr. Franklins Amazing Brochures using patient testimonials. 

Dr. Franklins Testimonial Brochure (Word doc) 

Brochure (Folder) 

Jesse Booth Testimonial 

Testimonial BrochureRev 

Dr. Strauss AMAZING posters (Folder) 
Dr. Strauss’s Amazing Posters using patient testimonials. 

Dr. Strauss Testimonial Posters (Word doc) 

Examples of Posters (Folder) 

3x Poster Images 

Testimonial – INTERNET program (Sub-folder) 

Testimonial Contest - Internet (Folder) 

Testimonial – Internet Contest 

Testimonial – Internet Sample Flyer 
This program shows you how to leverage your Internet and Social media programs with your patients. 



TTAT (Sub-folder) 

Getting Referrals with TTAT Charts 
This shows you how to get referrals utilizing  your TTAT charts and handouts. 

Internet Marketing (Folder) 

Facebook (Sub-folder) 

Facebook Flyer for Patients 
This is how Dr. Hunn promoted Facebook in his office. 

Facebook Page Insights 
This 12 page document dives deep into how to best utilize Facebook in your office. 

Utilizing Facebook 
This 4 page document dives deep into how to best utilize Facebook in your office. 

Landing Pages (Sub-folder) 

Landing Pages 
This document talks about the value of landing pages to drive new patients to your office. 

Leverage Your Social Media (Sub-folder) 

Read First 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Acanfora 
Listen to this 30 minute interview with Dr. Michael Acanfora as he describes EXACTLY how he got over 
40,000 impressions on Facebook, is now getting one highly qualified new patient per week from his 
social media and has spent ZERO dollars in the process! 

SEO Testimonial (Sub-folder) 

SEO Testimonial Contest Sample Flyer 

SEO Testimonial Instructions 
This program shows you how to leverage your Internet and Social media programs with your patients. 

Testimonial – INTERNET program (Sub-folder) 

Testimonial Contest - Internet (Folder) 

Testimonial – Internet Contest 

Testimonial – Internet Sample Flyer 
This program shows you how to leverage your Internet and Social media programs with your patients. 

Websites – Newsletters (Sub-folder) 

Live Chat for Your Website 
This company sets up “Live Chat” on your website and can increase its effectiveness. 



Websites – Newsletters 
This document discusses different websites and newsletters. 

Marketing mp3 (Folder) 

Wellness Marketing (Audio File) 
This is the ripped audio of the marketing module. 

Quarterly Type Events 

4th of July (Subfolder) 
Different 4th of July ideas. 

JULY-4 

From Dr. Schulte (Folder) 

4th of July Flyer 

July 4th Promo 

Birthday Celebration (Subfolder) 

Birthday Flyer 

Birthday Program 
This program shows you how to put on a birthday party for your practice. 

Charity – Restaurant (Subfolder) 

Charity – Restaurant 
This is a very interesting referral type program which can leverage a charity and restaurant. 

Chiro Anniversary (Subfolder) 
This is tremendous Chiropractic Anniversary program put together by the wonderful Dr. Ellie Rolnick. 



How to (Folder) 

Chiro Quiz Answer Key 

Chiropractic History Week Complete 

How to Write a Press Release 

Pictures (Folder) 

Chiro History Pictures 1-4 

How to Make Collages 

Where’s B.J. Pictures 1-8 

Christmas Gift (Subfolder) 

Dr. Rosen Christmas Gift Card Special - Read First 
These are different Christmas type programs. 



Basics of Program (Folder) 

Gift Certificate Holders 

Gift of Health 3 part Certificate 

Gift of Helath Tracking Sheet 

Holiday Flyer 

Very Special Christmas Coupon 

More Options (Folder) 

Christmas Gift (Folder) 

The Gift of Health Shadwell (PDF) 

Gurutrang (Folder) 

Attached is our version of the Christmas Program 

Christmas Card Prepaid Card 

HC Christmas Flyer 

Herndon Chiropractic News Years Health Certificate 

Toys for Tots (Folder) 

Toys for Tots 

Fall Spectacle (Subfolder) 

Fall Spectacle Handout Flyer Adult 

Fall Spectacle Handout Flyer Child 
This is a fall type of program. 

Halloween Program (Subfolder) 

Halloween Program 

Halloween Scary Coupon (PDF & .pub) 
This is a Halloween type of program. 

Internal – External Marketing Overview (Subfolder) 

Internal – External Marketing Events 
THIS IS A VERY IMPORTANT DOCUMENT. It describes how to take any internal event and make it 
external too!  
PLEASE READ THIS DOCUMENT AND TAKE ACTION! 



Kids Month (Subfolder) 
This a kids month program. 

Chiro and Kids Brochure 

Kids Month 

Signs 

National Spinal Awareness Month (Subfolder) 

National Spinal Health Month 
Reminding us that in many countries including the US there is a national spinal awareness month that 
you can leverage. 

New Years Resolution (Subfolder) 

New Years Resolution  
This is a New Year’s Resolution concept to bring in new patients. 

Open Day (Subfolder) 
Open Day Concept. 

Open Day Poster 

Open Day Bookings 

Open Day Was a Great Success 

Patient Appreciation Days (Subfolder) 

Patient Appreciation Days  
We discuss versions of patient appreciation days. 

Pedicure Party (Subfolder) 

The Pedicure Party and The Skeet Shoot 
This is a fun one showing you how to do a pedicure party and get new patients. 

Prizes – Donations (Subfolder) 

Donations – Prizes 
This document discusses how to get local businesses to donate prizes for your contests, raffles and 
marketing programs. 

Spring (Subfolder) 

Spring Into Wellness2 

Spring to Life 
This is a Spring into Wellness program. 



Stomp Out Ice (Subfolder) 

Stomp Out Ice (Flyer) 
This shows you how to take something specific to your area and leverage it for new patients.  
In Hawaii we have a huge meth or “Ice” problem and this is how a Big Island doctor leveraged it. 

Thanksgiving (Subfolder) 

Thanksgiving Food Drive 

Thanksgiving Flyer 
This is one of the best bang for the buck programs and of course it really lays the structure of how to do 
an internal event for ANY holiday in your area. 

Valentine’s (Subfolder) 

Valentine  
This is a Valentine’s Day concept. 

Reactivation (Folder) 

Reactivation Programs Outline 
This is everything you need to know about reactivations including scripts etc. 

Articles and mp3 (Sub-folder) 

Handoff from Doctor to CA 

Missed Appointments (Audio File) 
The Missed Appointments mp3 and Handoff from Doctor to CA are all about how to keep patients on 
their care plan so you don’t have to do reactivation calls! 

Doc Nielsen’s GREAT Letters (Sub-folder) 

Read First 

Doc Nielsens letters 
Dr. Nielsen, a long time student of the GREAT Marketer Dan Kennedy is a chiropractor and marketer.  
He has some GREAT ideas about marketing, especially print marketing and he gives some great free stuff 
in this module that you can apply to your practice. 

$25 Summer Postcard 

Order Form 

Red Ticket Letter 

Reactivation Letter Insight Scan (Sub-folder) 

Letter to Patients About Insight Scans 
When you get a Substation these are letters you can use to reactivate old patients. 



Reactivation Program (Sub-folder) 

Get Healthy Stay Healthy Certificate 
This is an example of a certificate you can use with your reactivation letter. 

Reactivation Letter – Get Healthy Stay Healthy  
This is an example of a reactivation letter you can mail or email. 

Sample Letters (Sub-folder) 
These are sample reactivation letters. 

Holiday Recall System 

New Year From Dr. Bill Esteb 

Patient Apology 

Recall Letter 

Websites – Newsletters (Sub-folder) 

Dr. Rosen IT Flyer 1 

Dr. Rosen IT Flyer 2 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Justice (Audio File) 

Websites – Newsletters 
These are different websites and newsletters that can be used for reactivations. 

Resources: Wellness Marketing Brain Dump (Zip Folder Contents) 

Niche Market (Transcript) 

Niche Market (Audio File) 
This audio helps you clarify what your niche market(s) is or are and how that will help you market to 
them. 
This is a CRITICAL one to listen to. 

RC interviews Dr. Kent Inducement (Audio File) 
Can we really become the mainstream choice in the paradigm of the American health care consumer?  
And if so what can we personally do to make that happen?  
What about this whole INDUCEMENT issue? Trust me, you want to know!  

Tribes (Transcript) 

Tribes (Audio File) 
Along with “Niche Market” this audio is another MUST if you want to grow your practice!  
Would you like to never have to market again and stay waitlisted? 
Sound too good to be true? 
Listen to the 25 minute brain dump and learn how to create what Seth Godin calls a "Tribe" and become 
its leader.  



I stayed waitlisted for years and this is exactly how I did it. I created "Rosenites" who went and "virally" 
spread the message or "shared interest."  
Please do not miss this brain dump.  
It is a paradigm shift and I am confident the way you view your practice and how to grow it will 
dramatically change. This is one of the most important concepts you must understand! 

OP Inducement OIG etc (Folder) 

On Purpose Inducement OIG etc (Audio File) 
This is a short snippet of an On Purpose segment discussing inducement issues.  
Depending upon which country you are in it may or may not apply to you. But for sure it does apply to 
the U.S. 

1 Dollar on Purpose Offer (Word doc) 
We strongly recommend listening to the On Purpose audio magazine subscription service.  
You can get your first month for $1! 

RC interviews doc Nielsen (Folder) 
Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Nielsen 

$25 Summer Postcard (Word doc) 

Order Form (Word doc) 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Nielsen (Audio File) 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Nielsen (Transcript) 

Red Ticket Letter (PDF) 
Dr. Nielsen, a long time student of the GREAT Marketer Dan Kennedy is a chiropractor and marketer.  
He has some GREAT ideas about marketing, especially print marketing and he gives some great free stuff 
in this module that you can apply to your practice. 

Module 2- Talks 

Description: 
Welcome to the health care talk series module.  
What is the number one fear in the US and most likely most places not under siege?  
That’s right it’s public speaking. 
You know that every management company talks about how important talks are and you know what? 
They’re right! 
The trick is finding talks that work for you!  
When you are speaking truth from your heart people love it. They’re informed, entertained and moved.  
The problem is so many doctors don’t have the right talks, don’t know how to get people to their 
talks, have no idea how to open their talks and even worse they can’t close them! 
I stayed waitlisted for years by doing talks. One person, 135 people, it didn’t matter to me.  



I know when I am sharing the right story in the right way people are going to become better patients, 
get better results, have a better chance of sticking around to get the results they really want and you 
guessed it they refer like crazy! 
I absolutely promise you when you customize this series of talks, when you make them your own and 
speak the truth from your heart you too will get amazing results! 

Resources: Health Care Talks (Zip Folder Contents) 

How to Get People to Your Talks article 
This article shows you EXACTLY how to get people to your talks. 

Outside Talks – Lunch and Learn 
This article shows you exactly how to set up lunch and learns! 

Bonus Material (Folder) 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Glowaki (Audio File) 
Dr. Brad Glowaki can bring in over 100 new patients per month each and every month.  
Do you want that many new patients every month? Maybe and maybe not!  
But would you like the template to bring in as many high quality new patients as you want each and 
every month?  
If the answer to that question is yes then you want to listen to the “New Patient Maven” himself dive 
deep into this hour and six minute interview and find out from the master himself how to bring in boat 
loads of quality new patients! 

Article (Sub-folder) 

Offer to Open a Relationship After a Talk (Article) 
This article dives deep into how to open a relationship after a talk.  
We go into EXTREME detail of exactly how to do this in the Fast Track to Health Talk 

RC interview Edelman (Sub-folder) 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Edelman 
Listen to this 45 minute interview with Dr. Carl Edelman as he goes into great detail about his 3 hour 
lecture to a group of Medical Doctor’s in Sweden.  
What was the overview of his talk? What did they grumble about and have challenges with?  
What was Dr. Carl surprised that they had absolutely no problem with?  
How about you? Would it be of value for you to speak to groups of MD’s in your neck of the woods? 

Reference List 

Fast Track to Health Talk (Folder) 
Fast Track to Health Talk- This revolutionary talk kept me waitlisted for years and has done the same for 
dozens of other offices!  
Shift their consciousness and they will stay, pay and refer for a lifetime! 

FTH PowerPoint 
This is the PowerPoint WITHOUT audio that you can use in your office.  
You will want to customize this program and pick and choose which slides you will use.  



We discuss that in great detail in the FTH Movie with audio. 

FTH Shortest version 
People have asked me over the years what is the shortest version of this talk I would do. This 
PowerPoint is the shortest version of this talk that I would do. 

Health Care Talk (Transcript) 

FTH Movie with AUDIO (Folder) 
This is a movie version of the entire Fast Track to Health Talk.  
I explain WHAT to discuss on each slide, WHY we do it this way or what we are trying to accomplish and 
HOW to do it.  
This will teach you EXACTLY how to give a great health care talk. 

FTH part 1 

FTH part 2 

FTH part 3 

Health Care Talk Folder 

Health Care Talk (Audio File) 
This is the ripped mp3 from the Fast Track to Health Movie. 

Stats for Other than U.S. (Folder) 

Some Other Valuable Stats (Sub-folder) 
Obviously we cannot keep up with all of the amazing stats, facts and figures. These are some that people 
have shared. Please do share other great stats that you have 



Asymptomatic Chiropractic Benefits 

Big Pharma Deceives 

Deviations in the Body 

Happiness is a Disease 

Hours MD vs. DC 

Immunization Graphs 

Mental Health 

Stoke Cassidy Spine 

Study on Strokes and Adjustments 

Vacc+HPV+2013+British+Columbia 

Stats for Other Than U.S. (Sub-folder) 
We have stats for your health care talk for some other countries. 
If you have great stats for your country that we can add please share! 

Aus-NZ Stats (Folder) 

Australian Medical Error Stats 

Australian Stats for HCT 

Australian Stats 

Drugs and Medical Errors Account 

NZ Stats for Dr. Rosen Fast Track to Health 

Rename.doc 

Canada (Folder) 

Candad stats (PDF) 

England Stats Book (Folder) 

England book for stats 
 

NEW Amazing Emotional Opening  
 

We have come up with an AMAZING new emotional opening that you simply do not want to 

miss!! Consider opening some or all of your talks this way! 

 



Resources: Empowerment Series (Zip Folder Contents) Resources 
 
Dr. Camelli’s 4 Empowerment series talks! - Get your patients to your nutrition, physical stress, 
emotional stress and stress basic workshops and tear the roof off your practice.  
Not only will they love the information and quit recreating subluxations but they will bring their family 
and friends 

Camelli Talks (Folder) 

Read Me First (Sub-folder) 

Read Me First 

Camelli Empowerment series (Audio File) 
This interview with Dr. Camelli discusses his Patient Empowerment Series.  
It is unbelievably inexpensive and comes with everything you need to do over 13 KILLER talks per year.  
You will see we have 3 of the talks, Mental/Emotional, Physical and Biochemincal/nutrition in System 4 
module 2 Talks section.  
I believe Dr. Camelli has 10 other subjects. As far as I am concerned there is no better way to build a 
strong thriving practice than doing series of talks. 
 We STRONGLY recommend Dr. Camelli’s Patient Empowerment series of talks! 



Emotional Stress (Sub-folder) 

Emotional Stress (Powerpoint) 

Emotional Stress v Audio (Powerpoint) 

Entire Package (Folder) 

Emotional Stress Audio mp3 (Audio File) 

Emotional Stress Doctors Teleconference (Audio File) 

Emotional Stress Handout 

Emotional Stress Narrated Tutorial (Powerpoint) 

Emotional Stress Office Newsletter (Template) 

Emotional Stress Patient Quiz 

Emotional Stress Voice Transcription 

Emotional Stress Workshop Flyer Table Talker 

Mental Emotional Live Trimmed (Video) 

Nutrition (Sub-folder) 

Nutrition Basics (Powerpoint) 

Nutrition Basics w audio (Powerpoint) 

Physical Stress (Sub-folder) 

Physical Stress (Powerpoint) 

Physical Stress w audio (Powerpoint) 

Stress Basic (Sub-folder) 

Stress Basic (Powerpoint) 

Stress Basic w audio (Powerpoint) 

Resources: How to Open and Close Empowerment Talks (Zip Folder Contents) 

Read Before you Begin (Word doc) 
How to Open and Close Empowerment series talks- Regardless of what types of empowerment series 
talks you do you must open and close them the right way! This keeps your patients from losing track of 
what they are really there for, and you too! 



How to Open and Close Talks (Powerpoint) 

How to Open and Close Talks audio (Powerpoint) 

 How to Open and Close Talks (Transcript) 

Directions (Folder) 

How to view audio PowerPoint 

How to Open and Close Talks audio mp3’s (Folder) 

How to Open and Close Talks (Audio File) 

Resources: Outside Talks Lunch and Learns (Zip Folder Contents) 

Outside Talks Lunch and Learns 
This article shows you exactly how to set up lunch and learns! 

FCP Brochure 
Great statistics from Foundation for Chiropractic Progress to help set up talks 
Interview with Dave Mager set up talks 
In this audio I interview Dave and he dives deep into how to set up talks and screenings 

Resources: Stress Talk (Zip Folder Contents) 

OUTSIDE Stress Talk (Folder) 

Outside Stress Talk (Powerpoint) 
This is a great stress talk to do outside of your office. 

Stress vs. Stress Overload (Audio File) 
This is the audio we discuss in the Outside Stress Talk PowerPoint. What if EVERYTHING we have been 
taught about stress was wrong? Watch this 14 minute Ted talk  
http://www.upworthy.com/a-whole-new-way-to-think-about-stress-that-changes-everything-weve-
been-taught-2 it flat out could save your life! Then listen to this 25 minute discussion about how WE 
CHIROPRACTORS from a VITALISTIC viewpoint have a bit of a different understanding of stress. If you 
give stress talks this audio is a must! 

 

Resources: How to Create and Deliver Great Talks (Zip Folder Contents) 
Dr. Angus Pyke takes you through EXACTLY how to create and deliver great talks! 

Angus Pyke fill workshops 

How to fill your workshops (PDF) 

Resources: OHC Dinner Talks (Zip Folder Contents) 
We have a short version (10-15 minutes) and a long version (35-45 minutes) and give you everything you 
need to set up and deliver great dinner talks! 

http://www.upworthy.com/a-whole-new-way-to-think-about-stress-that-changes-everything-weve-been-taught-2
http://www.upworthy.com/a-whole-new-way-to-think-about-stress-that-changes-everything-weve-been-taught-2


Long version (Folder) 

Short version (Folder) 

Resources: Flow Structure and Ideas for Talks.docx 
This article discusses how to set up the structure of talks and how the flow should go as well as a lot of 
different ideas of what to talk about to different groups i.e. Curves for women, Crossfit, M.D.’s etc. 

Resources: Talks Docs Have Shared 
This hyperlink will take you to a page where you can download various talks that our docs have shared. 
We encourage you to share any great talks that you have! 
 
Dr. John Corsi’s “Outside Stress” Talk 
This is a great stress talk to do outside of your office. (Same talk as above) 
 
Dr. Rammel’s Talk for Gym-Personal Trainers 
This is a great talk to give to personal trainers to get them to refer to you and work together! 

Reseources: Survey to Use After Talks.docx 
This is a Survey you can use after talks. 

Description: 
Would you like to bring in boat loads of QUALIFIED new patients?  
Then you want to master this Health Screening program. 
In this program: 
We go into EXTREME DETAIL of exactly how to do a Real Health Screening.  
You will have super qualified patients come in for the RIGHT REASONS! 
If you want patients to come in because they realize their problem may be related to their nervous 
system and subluxations and you can possibly help them get healthy and stay healthy for a lifetime them 
you do not want to miss this program!! 

Resources: Health Screening (Zip Folder Contents) 

Final Workbook for Screeners 
This is a 54 page FULLY SCRIPTED EXTREMELY DETAILED Workbook.  
I give you "Scripts" to study so you don't have to listen to all this information and then say, "Darn, that 
was good... I wish it was all written down!" 

Health Screenings Transcript 
This is the transcript of the module. 

Bonus CA Workbook (Folder) 

CA Workbook for Screenings 
This is a 20 page CA Workbook to help CA's follow-up after the screening. Everything from A to Z! 



Screening mp3’s (Folder) 

Health Screening (Audio File) 
This is the ripped audio from the module. 

Resources: Health Screening Bonus Material (Zip Folder Contents) 

Great Stuff from Dave Mager 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Mager 
Would you like too many new patients? 
In this forty minute interview Dave Mager, the world's greatest screener, tells all!  
Clearly Dave Mager is the "Tiger Woods" in his field. Dave has educated more people one on one, which 
has motivated thousands to be checked by a Chiropractor than anyone in the world!  
Learn the most powerful communication tools to shift the public’s consciousness form "sick care" to 
"wellness care".   
Also, he will tell you about a simple proven system which is KEY in creating a successful screening.  
Not only does he tell all, but he also gives some pretty spectacular offers that you don't want to miss! 
 
OHC interviews Dave Mager set up talks and screenings 2 
In this interview Dave tells all in how he sets up talks and screenings 
There are also new documents from Dave on how he does screenings, his forms, other free stuff you can 
get from him. 
 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Alderete 
Most doctors I know would love to do outside talks and screenings but have a tough time setting them 
up.  
If you would like more new patients than you know how to handle you want to listen to this interview!  
Dr. Alderete is successfully setting up screenings and talks by the dozens. Not only that, he says it is 
simple!!  
If you would like to hear from the master do not miss this interview! 

RC Interviews Hau (Folder) 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Jenny Hau 
Would you like to know how to successfully set up screenings? 
Listen to this 26 minute interview with CA extraordinaire Jenny Hau.  
In the last 6 weeks she has her office booked for the next 6 months!  
You don't want to miss this interview! 

Email Templates to set up screenings 

Module 4- No Stress Secrets to Easy and Instant Referrals  

Description: 
Are you tired of... 



 Feeling like a huckster and begging your patients for referrals, only to have them say they will 
refer, but they never do? 

 Fighting with your Staff because they don't like to ask for referrals... and neither do you? 

 Meeting people at parties who mention their aches and pains, but never knowing what to say 
to get them into your office? 

Would you like... 
 INSTANT PATIENTS? 

Turn your practice into a referral machine! 
Let me teach you the little known behavioral secrets that will have your patients tripping over each 
other to refer their family, friends and co-workers to you... and thank you in the process!  
This can happen... automatically, ethically and legally!  
Just imagine never having to worry about how to get new patients again! 

 To have patients literally thanking you for the opportunity to refer their family and friends in 
to see you? 

Then it is time for you to learn "No Stress Secrets to Easy and Instant Referrals" 
This audio course is designed to teach you the secrets to getting referrals! 
This course includes everything you need: 
A Workbook that includes Scripts, Outlines, and Overviews and a digitally mastered MP3 of Dr. Rosen 
Teaching this course and Role Playing!!! 

Phone Consultations  

Description: 
The course, “How to do Phenomenal Phone Consultation” will teach you: 

How to call prospective patients 

 either referrals from existing patients or 

 other lead generation programs  
and help them realize, within a matter of minutes, that they either want or don’t want what you have 
to offer.  

This course comes with a Workbook that gives you absolutely everything you need and a digitally 
mastered audio file of Dr. Rosen teaching the entire course. 

Resources: No Stress Secrets (Zip Folder Contents) 

No Stress Secrets to Easy and Instant Referrals (Audio File) 
This is the audio program. 

No Stress Secrets to Easy and Instant Referrals (Transcript) 
This is the transcript of the audio program. 

No Stress Secrets to Easy and Instant Referrals (Workbook) 
This is the workbook that goes along with the audio. 

Referral Business Card (Folder) 
This is a great idea for a Referral Business Card you can use to get referrals at the end of the Re Report 
or anytime! 

 



Resources: Phone Consultations (Zip Folder Contents) 

How to do a Phenomenal  Phone Consultation (Transcript) 

How to do a Phenomenal Phone Consultation (Audio File) 

How to do a Phenomenal Phone Consultation (Workbook) 

Module 5 - Follow Up On Those Leads  

Description: 
Are you tired of... 

 Constantly riding your staff just to make the calls? 

 Not knowing what to say to these people to get them to come into your office? 

 Feeling like a salesperson? 
Would you like to... 

 Effectively train your staff to make these calls to get BETTER RESULTS than you would making 
these calls? 

 Exponentially increase your number of Scheduled Appointments and Show Rates? 

 Stop feeling like a sleazy salesperson?! 
Then it is Time Learn the Why's and How's to Following up on Leads! 
In this course, you will learn the SECRETS to following up on leads: 

1. Your staff will learn how to deal with people who are not interested in what you have to 
offer. 
This alone will save you a ton of time because you won't have to deal with people in your 
office who really don't want your care! 

2. Your staff will learn how to communicate with people who are interested in your care to 
help them realize that they do want what you have to offer, using "patient care" tactics, not 
"patient scare" tactics! 

3. Your staff will learn how to effectively communicate with these people to get them set up a 
FREE PHONE CONSULTATION with you, or better yet, come in to the office to MEET you and 
thank you for it! 

4. Not only does this class come with an audio and workbook with all the information and 
scripts you need, more importantly it helps you to understand the secrets behind why they 
work!! 
Nobody likes memorizing scripts!! Learn why you are saying what you are saying and never 
have to memorize boring, canned, mechanical scripts again!! 

"The Why's and How's Behind Following up on Leads" comes complete with a Workbook that 
gives you absolutely everything you need along with a digitally mastered audio MP3 of Dr. Rosen 
teaching the entire course. 
If you are ready to Learn the Why's and How's Behind Following up on Leads... Download this 
course NOW!!! 



Resources: Following Up On Leads (Zip File Contents) 

Following up on Those Leads (Transcript) 

Following up on Those Leads (Workbook) 

Following up on Those Leads80 (Audio File) 

  



 

System 5 Flow and Handle Growth 

Module 1- Roadblocks and Sustain Growth 

Description: 
Welcome to the flow and how to handle growth section. 

In this section we address how to keep things flowing in the office and how to sustain growth. 
Classically doctors have some good growth, hit the glass ceiling, crash a bit, do reactive marketing to 
get some new patients back and ride that roller coaster throughout their career. 
In this section we’ll show you how to avoid hitting the glass ceiling and riding that roller coaster. 
We hear from doctors all the time that the ups and downs are just part of life, that’s just how it is 
when you run a practice. 
And although we agree that that’s how it is for the majority of doctors it certainly does not have to 
be.  
You can sustain growth; you just need to know how to do it. 

Then in this section: 
We then dive into the system to sustain practice growth.  
Yes we did deal with this before but you cannot step in the same river twice. 
We then show you how to Go Waitlist way before you are ready to go waitlist!!  
This audio is an absolute must if you want people to get to your classes BEFORE they come to visit 1! 

Resources: Flow and Growth Module (Zip Folder Contents) 

Flow and Growth 1-28 (Audio Files) 
Angie and I discuss 28 questions and answers in regards to flow and growth. 

Flow and Growth (Transcript) 
This is the transcript of the audio module. 

Flow and growth system 5 (PDF) 
This is a questionnaire for you to fill out and rate yourself on how well you are effectively implementing 
concepts contained in this module.  



Resources: Roadblocks and Growth Diver Deeper (Zip Folder Contents) 

System to Sustain Growth (Folder) 

System to Sustain Growth (Audio File) 

System to Sustain Practice Growth (Transcript) 
In this mp3 we discuss how you can sustain growth without hitting the glass ceiling and riding the classic 
roller coaster practice of ups and downs. 

Bonus articles (Sub-folder) 

New Patients and the Marketing Calendar (Article) 
This article describes the importance of creating a marketing calendar and how to do it. 

Practice Growth and the Weakest Link (Article) 
The basic premise to growth is, make space for patients, fill that space with patients, make more space, 
and fill that space with more patients. Make sure there are no “bottle necks” along the road. Simple, but 
not easy! This article dives deep into the 8 bottlenecks we must all address! 

Create the Perfect Life Program (Folder): 

Create the Perfect Life (Article) 
In this article we help you figure out how to create YOUR perfect life! If you cannot see in writing on a 
calendar when you will get everything done the odds are you will not get it all done! We need rituals, we 
need time for sleep, time to be with our patients, work ON the business, date nights etc. This is an 
incredibly powerful program. Just do it! 

Handouts 
These handouts are meant to stimulate thought. Some will apply to you and your situation and some 
will not. 

An Exercise in Balance 
This simple exercise helps you see where you spend your time and energy and if it is balanced 
appropriately. 

Clean Sweep Program 
The clean sweep program consists of 100 items which, when complete, give you the vitality and strength 
you want in your life. This program can be completed in less than a year. It is an all inclusive, blow your 
mind, serious program and well worth the effort! 

Describe Your Perfect Day 
If time, family obligations, career, money, bad habits, or health problems were not an issue, what would 
your perfect day look like? This exercise will start you thinking about what your needs and values are 
etc. 

Personal Foundational Program 
The personal foundation program is a self-paced personal development program for the individual who 
wants more—much more—in life and understands the value of investing in one’s self by strengthening 
what we all one’s Personal Foundation. 



Goals Package (Sub-folder) 
This package gives you everything you need to set and achieve your goals. I personally have had a love 
hate relationship with goals. But this package and process makes it much more easy and doable! 

Goal Setting (Article) 
This article gives you the specific details of how to set goals. 

Goal Setting Template 
Template to help set goals. 

Goals & the New Year (Transcript) 
This is the transcript of the Goals & The New Year mp3 

Goals & the New Year (Audio file) 
In this audio I dive deep into my love hate relationship with goal and help clarify what I have seen work 
for hundreds of people. Want to set and achieve SMART goals? Listen to this audio and do this program! 

Please READ FIRST (Article) 
Read this document first for instructions as to how to get the most out of this program and what to do 
first. 

What are Your Goals for the Year? (Article) 
This template helps you clarify where you are, where you want to get to and how to prioritize your goals 
and steps to get there. 

Resources: Roadblocks and Growth Bonus (Zip Folder Contents) 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Arnold 1 (Audio File) 
Why is Dr. Arnold having such incredible success post economic crash?  
Listen to this 25 minute interview and find out exactly how Dr. Arnold has been preparing to handle this 
load!  
And how he and his team have mastered the growth process! 

Dr. Rosen interviews Dr. Arnold 2 (Audio File) 
Listen to this 20 minute follow-up interview with Dr. Kris Arnold and find out how he gets 90% of his 
patients to come to his health care class BEFORE their first visit and what effect has that had on his sign 
up rate and retention?  
Learn from Dr. Arnold as he is approaching a full capacity wait listed practice! 

Tony Angus Interview (Folder) 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Tony and Dr. Angus (Audio File) 
This is one of our most popular and powerful interviews!  
In this audio Dr. Tony Croke and Dr. Angus Pyke interview Dr. Rosen about very specific strategies to 
begin to hear our “Negative Internal Dialogue” and exactly what to do about it!  
This interview can flat out change your life!  



Article (Folder) 

5 Step Problem Resolution (Article) 
In this article we dive deep into how to resolve problems.  
Whenever I do mediation for individuals or teams I ALWAYS ask them to read this article first and use it 
as a baseline of what works and what will not in problem resolution.  

5 Steps to End Self Abuse (Article) 
In this article we dive deep into how to end self abuse and therefore stop abusing others.  
You may be surprised how often YOU abuse yourself and others and how “simple” but not easy it is to 
stop! 

10 Minute Practice (Article) 
In this article we describe how to begin to hear our negative internal dialogue and what to do about it.  
This is discussed in the “5 Steps to end self abuse” article. 

Leaps and Bounds (Article) 
Nearly everyone who has grown a practice will tell you that it grew in “Leaps and bounds,” and they are 
not kidding.  
It is rare that you will go from 10 patient visits/day to 11 to 12 to 13 etc. Most of the time you will go 
from 10 to 13 to 18 to 28 etc. patient visits/day.  
It literally grows in leaps and bounds. 

Negotiating a lease (Article) 
Many clients of mine have asked me about what to look for when negotiating a lease.  
I spoke with a buddy of mine who owns and operates a business real estate company and this is what he 
says… 

Practice growth and the weakest link (Article) 
The basic premise to growth is, make space for patients, fill that space with patients, make more space, 
and fill that space with more patients.  
Make sure there are no “bottle necks” along the road. Simple, but not easy!  
This article dives deep into the 8 bottlenecks we must all address! 

Resources: Going Waitlist (Zip Folder Contents) 
This program gives you everything you need to know to understand how to get your patients to 
your talk BEFORE visit 1.  
We give you a letter to give to your patients, scripting for your team and a “Transition” version where 
you get acute patients in right now and the rest come to your talk.  
We also show you how to get ALL of your patients to get to the talk first. NO you do NOT have to be 
waitlisted to ACT like you are!  
Get your patients to your talk BEFORE they come to visit 1 and your life will get much easier! 

Going Waitlist Letter 
Letter to use with patients letting them know the practice is now “closed” and they only way in as a new 
patient is if they are referred by them and come to health care class. 

Going Waitlist Scripts 
Scripts for you and your team to help people get to the health care talk before visit 1. Transition phase 
and complete wait list. 



Going Waitlist (Transcript) 
Transcript of the mp3 

Going Waitlist (Audio File) 
This is the mp3 of the going waitlist module. 

Angie refers to these two articles (Folder) 

Formula to Sustain  Growth (Article) 

Create the Perfect Life Program (Folder): 

Create the Perfect Life (Article) 
In this article we help you figure out how to create YOUR perfect life! If you cannot see in writing on a 
calendar when you will get everything done the odds are you will not get it all done! We need rituals, we 
need time for sleep, time to be with our patients, work ON the business, date nights etc. This is an 
incredibly powerful program. Just do it! 

Handouts 
These handouts are meant to stimulate thought.  
Some will apply to you and your situation and some will not. 

An Exercise in Balance 
This simple exercise helps you see where you spend your time and energy and if it is balanced 
appropriately. 

Clean Sweep Program 
The clean sweep program consists of 100 items which, when complete, give you the vitality and strength 
you want in your life. This program can be completed in less than a year. It is an all inclusive, blow your 
mind, serious program and well worth the effort! 

Describe Your Perfect Day 
If time, family obligations, career, money, bad habits, or health problems were not an issue, what would 
your perfect day look like? This exercise will start you thinking about what your needs and values are 
etc. 

Personal Foundational Program 
The personal foundation program is a self-paced personal development program for the individual who 
wants more—much more—in life and understands the value of investing in one’s self by strengthening 
what we all one’s Personal Foundation. 

Module 2 – Associate Program 

Description: 
You and I know that the vast majority of associate relationships don’t work out. 

On average they come into the office and see some of your patients, you end up seeing about the 
same number of patients you saw by yourself but now you have this headache and expense of a 
non performing associate and even worse they crash your practice. 



Every once in a while we have a great associate and as soon as we finally start making some money 
on the deal they leave and take the patients with them 
I know so many doctors that have been burned and have sworn they will never do it again! 
The reality is it makes sense why they don’t work. I mean just look at how we set them up in the 
first place. 

In this module: 
We show you EXACTLY how to set up a win win situation right from the beginning! 

You can have tremendous associates but you must do it right and most of us have no clue 
what that means! 

This module comes complete with a tremendous interview with Dr. Brian Torchin as well as a 
massive Dive Deep section where we give you everything you need to know to set up and run an 
extremely effective associate relationship!  
Including ads, application for employment, associate offer and agreement, expectations of associate 
form, questions for hiring process and a ton more! 

Resources: Associates (Zip Folder Contents) 

1 Torchin Module 1 (Folder) 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Torchin (Transcript) 

Dr. Rosen Interviews Dr. Torchin (Audio File) 
Dr. Rosen interviews Dr. Brian Torchin a specialist in hiring associates. 

Resources: Associates Dive Deeper (Zip Folder Contents) 

Associate Program (Folder) 

Associate Dive Deeper Module (Audio File) 
This is the audio program. 

Associate Dive Deeper Module (Transcript) 
This is the transcript of the audio program. 

Forms (Subfolder) 
These are all of the forms you need that are discussed in the module. 



Ads for Associates 

Application for Employment 

Associate Offer and Agreement 

Expectations of Associate Form 

Questions for Hiring Process  

Letters to Patients (Folder) 

Seller Letter 

Transition Protocol 
 

Resources: Associates Bonus  

The OHC System interviews Arnold and Stephens 
Listen to this wonderful 45 minute interview with Dr. Kris Arnold and Dr. Jason Stephens as we dive 
deep into their successful associate relationship. 

 


